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I can identify 
classroom objects.

I can ask about 
school objects.

I can ask and 
answer about things 
in the classroom.

I can follow simple 
instructions.

I can give simple instructions 
and say farewell.

I can identify colors. I can talk about 
what color I want.

I can describe the 
color of things 
around me.

I can talk about my 
favorite color.

I can identify colorful food.

I can indentify 
family members

I can introduce my 
family and greet 
people politely.

I can describe 
people. 

I can describe and 
identify people.

I can talk and write about 
my favorite pets. 

camera, cupboard, 
board, chair, desk, 
door

WhatÊs this?
ItÊs a (chair).

bag, eraser, pen, 
pencil, book, crayon

Is this (a) (pencil)? 
Yes, it is.
No, it isnÊt. ItÊs (a) 
(book).

letter, ruler, picture, 
fan, pencil case

Is it a (ruler)?
No, it isnÊt.
What is it?
ItÊs a (pencil case). 

open, close, ask, 
answer, sing, draw

Open your book, 
please.
Yes, teacher.

Wbmvf;!Cf!qsfqbsfe

backpack, snacks, water 
bottle, scarf, school trip

Remember your (water 
bottle).

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Tic, Tac, Toe
Song: Alfie Come with 
Me

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

2.   School 

Scope and Sequence

green, blue, red, 
yellow, color/colors

What color is this?
It's (red).

pink, gray, black, 
brown, paint/paints

What color do you 
want?
(Brown), please!

flower, balloon, 
rock, leaf, butterfly 

ThereÊs a (pink  
(flower) in the 
garden.

white, purple, 
orange, light blue, 
dark blue

WhatÊs your favorite 
color?
I like (purple).

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Connect three
Song: Colors, Colors!!

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

4.   Colors 

Wbmvf;!Usz!ofx!uijoht

noodle soup/pho, lychee, 
sticky rice, papaya, coconut

WhatÊs that (green) thing?
ThatÊs a (coconut). Try it!

1.   Hello!      

stand up, sit down, 
hands up, hands 
down, be quiet, 
make a line

Stand up, please.
Make a line, please.

The alphabet

What letter is this?
ItÊs letter (A).

Tom, Alfie, Mai, Nick

Hello, my nameÊs 
(Tom). What's your 
name?
My name's (Alfie). 
Nice to meet you.

Alpha, Greenwood, 
River Town, home

Where are you from? 
IÊm from (Alpha).
WhereÊs she from? 
SheÊs from 
Greenwood.

Wbmvf;!Cf!dpogjefou

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

How old are you?
I'm (eight).

Theme review

Theme review

Theme review

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Connect three
Song: Alfie Is an Alien

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

father, mother, sister, 
brother, baby brother

WhoÊs he? 
HeÊs (my) (father). 
HeÊs (Sam).

grandfather, grand-
mother, uncle, aunt, 
cousin

This is my (grandfather).
Hi, IÊm (Alfie). 
Pleased to meet you.
Nice to meet you.

tall, short, handsome, 
pretty, young, old

Is your (sister) (short)? 
No, (she) isnÊt. (She)Ês 
tall.

boy, girl, man, 
woman, fat, thin

WhoÊs the (tall) 
(woman)?
(She)Ês (Tom)Ês 
(mother).

Tpdjbm!tuvejft;!Qfut!jo!
Wjfuobn

dog, cat, rabbit, cute, 
friendly, soft

(Rabbits) are my favorite pets.
(Rabbits) are (cute).

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Board game
Song: This is my Family

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

3.   Family 

Theme review

I can give classroom 
commands.

I can introduce myself 
and spell someone's 
name.

I can greet someone 
in a friendly way and 
ask someone's name.

I can ask and answer 
about personal 
information.

I can ask and answer about 
ages. I can fill in a school 
form with names, addresses 
and school names.

I can identify 
classroom objects.

I can ask about 
school objects.

I can ask and answer 
about things in the 
classroom.

I can follow simple 
instructions.

I can give simple instructions 
and say farewell.

I can identify 
colors.

I can talk about what 
color I want.

I can describe the 
color of things 
around me.

I can talk about my 
favorite color.

I can identify colorful food.

I can indentify 
family members

I can introduce my 
family and greet 
people politely.

I can describe 
people. 

I can describe and 
identify people.

I can talk and write about my 
favorite pets. 
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Scope and Sequence

park, lake, 
supermarket, 
sports shop, bakery

Where are you 
going? 
I'm going to the 
(park).

ice cream shop,
bookshop,
playground, zoo, 
street

WhereÊs the (ice cream 
shop)?
ItÊs on (Water) Street.

go straight, turn left, 
turn right, bridge, 
go over

How do I get to the 
(lake)?
(Go straight).

campsite, market,  
shopping, fishing,  
eating, reading

WhatÊs (Mom) doing?
(She)Ês (shopping) at 
the (market).

Wbmvf;!Cf!dbsfgvm/!Dsptt!
uif!spbe!tbgfmz

green light, red light, hold 
hands, stop, go, crosswalk

ThereÊs a (green light). LetÊs 
(go).

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Board game
Song: Where Are You 
Going?

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

7.   Places and Directions 

sunny, rainy, snowy, 
windy, cloudy

HowÊs the weather?
ItÊs (sunny).

storm, thunder, 
lightning, rain, 
rainbow

Can you hear the 
(thunder)? Yes, I can.

hot, cold, warm, 
cool, wet, dry 

Are you (hot)? 
Yes, I am.

snowman, snowball, 
skiing, sledding, 
swimming

Can we (make a 
snowman)? 
Yes, we can.
No, we canÊt.  

Tdjfodf;!Hspxjoh!sjdf

plant, seed, sunlight, grow, 
soil

What does a (plant) need to 
grow?
A (plant) needs (sunlight) to 
grow.

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Connect three
Song: HowÊs The 
Weather? 

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

8.   Weather 

6.   Food and Drink 

rice, eggs, chicken, 
cereal, fish, bread

What do you want to 
eat?
May I have (eggs)?

yogurt, banana, 
cupcake, sandwich, 
cookie 

Can I eat a (cookie)?
Yes, you can.

peas, potatoes, 
meat, spaghetti, 
beans, sausages

Can I have some 
(peas) and (potatoes), 
please?
Yes, here you are.
Thank you.

pizza, chocolate, ice 
cream, cake, fries, 
juice

Would you like some 
(fries)? Yes, please.
Would you like some 
(cake)? 
No, thank you.

Wbmvf;!Tibsjoh!boe!cfjoh!
qpmjuf

share, fish balls, pancake, 
smoothie, soya milk

Have (a smoothie).
Thank you.
YouÊre welcome.

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Connect three
Song: IÊm Hungry

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

doll, kite, ball, 
robot, big, small

What can you see?
I can see a (big) 
(robot).

bike, monster, boat, 
car, train

WhatÊs this?
ItÊs (Tom)Ês (car).

plane, helicopter, 
truck, radio, teddy 
bear, box 

WhereÊs the (plane)?
ItÊs (in) the (box).
The (plane) is (in) the 
(box).            

soccer ball, football,  
baseball, basketball,  
photo

Put the (basketball) (in) 
the (box).

Tpdjbm!tuvejft;!Sppnt!jo!b!
ipvtf

house, bedroom, living 
room, kitchen, bathroom

There's one (big) (living 
room) and (two) (small) 
(bedrooms).

Sfwjfx!boe!uftu!
qsbdujdf

Game: Tic, tac, toe
Song: The Toy Shop

Mfttpo!2 Mfttpo!3 Mfttpo!4 Mfttpo!5 Mfttpo!6 Mfttpo!7

5.   Toys     

Theme review

Theme review

Theme review

Theme review

I can formally ask for 
permission.

I can ask for 
permission.

I can make a request 
and say thanks.

I can make an offer 
and repsond to 
an offer.

I can thank someone and 
respond to thanks.

I can describe toys. I can talk about 
possession.

I can specify the 
location of toys.

I can give commands 
to tidy a room.

I can talk about quantities of 
toys and describe rooms in a 
house.

I can talk about 
where I'm going.

I can ask about 
location.

I can ask and answer 
about directions.

I can describe 
on-going actions.

I can suggest an activity.

I can describe the 
weather.

I can ask about the 
weather.

I can ask and answer 
about how people feel.

I can suggest an 
activity.

I can talk about 
growing rice. 3
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In addition to this, after each Mini-song, there is a 
‘Pronunciation tip’. These focus on specific areas of 
pronunciation that Vietnamese learners find challenging, 
such as final consonant sounds, sentence stress, difficult 
sounds and intonation changes. They will hear three 
different native speakers pronounce the language naturally, 
and mimic the sounds.
Many of these focus on Connected speech.  Elementary 
students do not often realize that the sound of English 
words can change completely when used in natural 
conversation. Sounds may be dropped (elision), changed 
(assimilation) or linked to other sounds. For example  
“Would you…’ will sound more like ‘Woodja’(/wɒdəja/). 
Students who are unfamiliar with these changes often 
mistake these sounds as being completely unfamiliar 
words. By raising their awareness of the common sound 
changes that occur, Smart Start can help students 
dramatically improve their comprehensions of natural 
spoken English.

Early learners need lots of listening – Listening is essential 
not only as a receptive skill but also pivotal in the 
development of spoken language proficiency.

1. Listening is vital in the language classroom because it  
provides input for the learners. Unless learners can 
understand language as presented in the classroom, 
learning cannot begin. 

2. Listening exercises provide teachers with a means for 
drawing learners’ attention to new forms (vocabulary, 
grammar, new interaction patterns) of the language. 

3. Natural spoken language presents a challenge for the 
learner to understand. Lots of exposure in an understandable 
context is essential to build confidence and comprehension.

As with first language learning, providing lots of 
comprehensible listening input helps students build and 
understanding of the language.

Support multiple intelligences

Linguist Howard Gardner of Harvard University notes that 
“… students possess different kinds of minds and therefore 
learn, remember, perform, and understand in different 
ways". We understand that different students learn in 
different ways, and tailor our methodology to help all 
students learn.  Our lesson content is designed to 
encourage active participation for all kinds of learners. 

Visual-Spatial – These learners learn best through 
drawings, verbal and physical imagery. To support them 
Smart Start features a colorful and funny narrative story, 
along with a variety of pictures, photos, flashcards, charts 
and graphs.

Bodily-kinesthetic - These learners like moving and   
touching. We include lots of activities such as role playing, 
TPR activities, miming, hands-on learning, and games to 
help these learners learn. 

Introduction and Games
A. Introduction to Smart Start

About the course

Made for Vietnamese classrooms, teachers, and learners
Smart Start is a five-level course for young learners of English. It 
was designed for Vietnamese classrooms by an experienced team of 
international and Vietnamese writers and editors. 

Our lessons cover the needs of Vietnamese students and make full 
use of modern teaching techniques. All of our tasks and activities 
are appropriate and easy to use within a Vietnamese classroom.

Designed to be super-easy to prepare and teach
One of the primary aims of the course is to reduce teachers' 
workload and keep preparation time to a minimum. Smart 
Start was designed to make lesson preparation smoother and 
easier for the teacher by having:

• Clear and simple tasks – The activities have been  
designed with clear illustrations and short, simple standardized 
instructions to make understanding and setting up tasks 
easy.
• A standard theme/lesson format – Every theme follows 
basically the same pattern of activities. This allows students 
and teachers to quickly become familiar with the lesson 
style and progression.
• An easy-to-refer-to Teacher’s book –The aim of this 
course is to put all the information teachers need in a very 
clear and easy-to-find layout. Each lesson page is  
accompanied by a single teacher’s page so that teachers 
can quickly and easily refer to the task instructions, scripts, 
and drill patterns in the actual lesson.

The approach to learning
The Smart Start approach is based on a number of principles:

• Vocabulary is the core of language – Grammar is  
important, but vocabulary carries most of the meaning.  
For lower levels and young learners, developing vocabulary 
is a primary focus. In Smart Start every theme introduces,    
offers practice, recycles and reviews 20-30 new words.
• Motivation and interest are keys to learning – Children 
love engaging stories, games, and music when they study 
in their first language. Smart Start aims to use the same  
elements to engage their curiosity and make the lessons fun.
• Pronunciation is important - To familiarize students with 
the sound patterns of English every theme has a Mini-song, 
which features the structure and vocabulary of the unit, sung 
over a melody with a beat that matches natural spoken 
English. Hearing and singing these songs is a fun and 
effective way for children to become familiar with the 
structure and vocabulary of each lesson, as well as the 
rhythm of natural spoken English.
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illustration featuring the characters doing fun, interesting things. 
These activities aim to:

•  Show the target structure in a fun story to motivate             
students.

• Review the vocabulary introduced in Activity A.
•  Develop listening skills using a listening task that helps to 

exemplify the target structure.
  Each features a brief  intro line that is used to set the scene. These 
lines do not use focus on the target language.
Key story features:

- Situations and language are always natural, logical and feature 
a funny or surprising ending in Part 4.
-  Stories are in the form of a comic that clearly illustrates the  

context, characters’ emotions and background.
Structure box – This is found at the bottom of the section.  
The teacher uses this to explicitly illustrate the key (grammatical/
functional) language. It includes a minute or so of controlled 
practice to introduce form and usage.

Page 2:
C. Mini-song (5 min) – This activity features a short, fun song 
that uses music to practice the key structure using natural 
rhythm stress and intonation. It aims to familiarize and make 
students more comfortable with the sound patterns of English 
before they are asked to practice the language. 
Pronunciation tip – Each tip targets a single phonologic feature 
(sound changes, stress, rhythm, intonation, challenging sounds) 
and presents the students with three model examples spoken by 
native speakers. 
Students are first asked to notice the target feature and then 
repeat along with the recording to develop familiarity.
Note: For lessons that focus on sound changes, a chart 
showing the English phonemes is provided at the back of the 
teacher's book.
D. Practice (10 min) – This activity provides support for 
students to practice the key structure/vocabulary. These 
generally start with a task to review and give extra 
contextualization to the target structure and vocabulary, and 
provide a clear practice model to follow. Teacher encourages 
students to continue practicing the correct sound and rhythm 
features.
E. Free(er) production/Personalization (5 min) – When 
the students are comfortable forming the target language, they 
are given the opportunity to use the structure to say true things 
about themselves, things around them, and/or their ideas and 
feelings. This task directly reflects the aims, and can be used by 
the teacher to fully assess student's ability regarding the lesson 
aims.

Lesson 5: Culture and content 
Lesson 5 in each theme follows a different format. 
Most international young learners’ texts feature English speaking 
children using English in an overseas setting. The reality, however, 
is that most of our learners are more likely to use English with 
foreign visitors in their home country.
Because of this, Lesson 5 in each theme is set in Vietnam and  
features one of our characters who is staying with her  
cousin, Vinh. In this setting, children are introduced to the type of 
language they can use to explain key parts of life in Vietnam to 
visitors from overseas.

Musical - These learners enjoy rhythms and sounds. To 
support them we include songs in each lesson that are 
specifically written for these kinds of learners. 

Interpersonal - These learners learn best by interacting 
with others. Smart Start contains many pair and group 
activities, dialogues, interactive games and role-plays. 

Intrapersonal - These learners may appear shy and prefer 
individual work. They learn best through independent 
study such as our listening tasks or more controlled 
activities such as matching, gap fills and answering 
comprehension questions.

Linguistic - These learners feel comfortable dealing with 
words and learning the rules and organization of the         
language. They like reading, playing word games, speaking, 
and writing about things they like, etc. 

The lessons introduce language patterns in context, with 
plenty of visual and audio supports. Linguistic oriented 
learners are supported by Structure boxes that illustrate the 
patterns of the main language. 

Logical /Mathematical - These learners are able to see and 
explore patterns and relationships. They like to experiment, 
solve puzzles, ask questions and will enjoy completing 
the listening and reading tasks, playing guessing games,          
especially hunting for ‘Bean’, the funny creature in the      
stories who hides somewhere in every theme.

Build understanding of the target culture – Language is 
not just words and grammar. Understanding the culture of 
the language is essential to communication.  Smart Start 
features  characters living in a North American town. 
Learning about the food they eat, the games they play, the 
way they interact, etc. help students understand the way 
English is actually used.

The syllabus
The Smart Start Syllabus is based on both the MOET 
elementary curriculum and the Cambridge Young Learner’s 
syllabus. This base syllabus has been extended by adding a 
range of useful practical phrases as well as Vietnamese 
contents that relate to things children want to talk about.

Smart Start Theme and lesson overview
Lessons 1-4
Each lesson features a two-page layout with a consistent format. 
This standardized approach means that students quickly 
become comfortable with the lesson style and also makes 
lesson preparation fast and easy for teachers.

Page 1:
Lesson aims – A simple summary of the lesson aims 
(key vocabulary/structure) is shown at the top of the first page.
A. Words (5-8 min) – Pictures and flashcards are used to 
introduce and practice key vocabulary.
B. Story (10-15 min) – Part B in each lesson from 1-4 is 
an episode in a four-part narrative. These will use the same                 
characters and consistent settings to link the parts togeth-
er to form a consistent whole story. These stories use comic                     
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These lessons are thematically linked to the lesson theme, but 
aim to  introduce Vietnam-specific cross-curricular and values/
civics content, to develop students’ four-skills abilities. 
Culture and content lessons focus on important features of 
Vietnam (popular foods, games, famous places, etc.), key subject 
contents (math, science, etc.), or values as covered in Vietnamese 
schools (be tidy, be helpful, etc.). 

Lesson 5 format:
New words – Introduce new vocabulary related to the topic.
Listening – Use real photos,  includes vocab activities and a 
clear exemplification of the concept. 
Listening tasks will mirror the type found in first language 
content lessons. 
Reading – Reinforce the target concept and reviews new  
vocabulary and features a passage of appropriate length in the 
format of content subjects. 
The tasks focus on reading comprehension questions.
Speaking – Follow to the reading passage. Examples of sen-
tence patterns are shown using speech bubbles.
The task has students expand on the contents, by giving their 
own opinions, ideas, or experiences.
Writing – Follow the same focus as the speaking, but with a 
level-appropriate writing task to help develop writing and fine 
motor skills.

Lesson 6: Review and practice
Regular review and recycling of lesson content is essential. In 
Smart Start, every theme ends with a thorough review of the 
theme contents.
Lesson 6 in each theme has a number of key aims:

•  Give test condition practice with the type of questions found 
in common young learners exams like the CYLET.

•  Finish the unit with a fun song and communicative game that 
reinforces and gives practice with the key language and skills 
found in the theme.

• Review all lesson content and give students a chance to  
   self-analyze their ability using the "I can" statements at the     
   end of the unit.
Each Lesson 6 features the following:
Test  practice – The left-hand page features test format 
practice, in a form that mirrors standardized tests like the CYLET. 
This includes one Listening and one Reading/Writing focus. 
Helping our learners become familiar with the question types 
and task language of common exams can help students to 
relax and feel more confident when they take the actual test. 
Additional test practice for the TOEFL Primary is included in the 
Test Pack
Song – Music can give language a new life, and make it very 
memorable. These songs provide lively and kinesthetic review 
of the main vocabulary and structures and events covered in 
the theme.

Game – The final speaking task of the unit is focused on free (but 
guided) production of the structures and vocabulary covered 
in the theme. These activities are in the form of an interactive 
game, and provide an effective review of the theme for the 
students.
It also allows teachers to evaluate the student’s ability to handle 
the "I can" aims for the theme.
“I can” statements – Student use “I can…” sentences to show 
how confident they are with the target ability by marking the 
number of stars. These also help parents understand what their 
childrens have been learning in the lessons and how well they 
are doing. 

B. Practice activities and games
Smart Start games have been designed specifically for a 
Vietnamese classroom. They have been designed to require 
minimal preparation, and require only materials found in every 
classroom.

Vocabulary games
These help students to practice individual vocabulary items in 
pairs, small groups or as a whole class.  They are quick and easy to 
set up and require only flash cards as materials.
"Word Tennis" game (no materials needed)

1. Have one student come to the front and play ‘Tennis’ with you. 
2.  As you say a word,  hit it to the student and have the student 

respond with another word and hit it back to you.
3.  Divide students into pairs and have them play with each other. 

Have some pairs demonstrate the game in front of the class.
"Heads Up. What’s missing?" game (flashcards)

1.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads up. 
What’s missing?”

2.  Arrange flashcards on the board and remove one card when 
students are not looking.

3. One student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 
"Guess" game (flashcards)

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board and write a number 
under each card.

2.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. Turn 
the flashcards over to face the board when the students are 
not looking. 

3.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess the 
face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Communicative games
These games are at the end of each lesson (Part E) and focus on 
enabling the students to produce the complete structure and 
vocabulary in a natural and fun way. 
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"Memory" game (Student book)
1. Divide students into pairs. 
2. Have Student A look at a picture while Student B counts to 10.
3.  Have Student A call out as many objects as possible using the 

sentence pattern.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

"Guess" game. (use flashcards or students own objects)
1. Divide students into groups or pairs.
2. Have a student/students hide a flashcard/object/word from 

the other students. 
3. Have student/students take turns to guess the flashcard/

object/word.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

"Read my lips" game (no materials needed)
1. Divide students into pairs or small groups.
2. Have one student mouth a sentence silently.
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

"Guess the word" game (board)
1. Divide the class into two groups.
2. Write a sentence from the lesson on the board with several 

words missing.
3. Have each team take turns calling out a word.
4. Add the missing words to the sentence if correctly guessed.
5. Have students take turns guessing the sentence.
6. If it is a question and answer pattern, have two students ask 
and answer in front of the class.

"Chain" game (no materials needed)
1. Have the students stand up.
2. Student 1 turns to Student 2, ask and answer.
3. Student 2 turns to Student 3, ask and answer.
4. Continue until all students have practiced.

"Teacher says" game (no materials needed)
1. Have the class stand up.
2. Play the role of  “Teacher”, and give commands to the class.
3. Start some commands with the phrase “Teacher says…”
4. If the command starts with “Teacher says”, students do the

 action.
5. If the command does not start with “Teacher says”, students

do not do the action.
6. Have students take turns to be “Teacher”.

"Guess who" game (no materials needed)
1. Have one student face away from the class and ask a 

question.
2. Have another student answer the question.
3. Have the student facing the board turn around and guess 

who answered their question.
4. Choose another student to take a turn.

"Pretend" game (no materials needed)
1. Divide students into pairs or small groups.
2. Have one student ask the others “What’s wrong?” and then 

make actions to show the emotion.
3. Have the other students take turns to guess the answer e.g. “I 

feel scared.”
4. Swap roles and repeat.

“Three guesses” game (flashcards or pictures)
1. Divide the class into two teams.
2.  Have a student from Team A stand in front of the class facing 

away from the board.
3. Stick a flashcard on the board.
4. Have another student ask a question relating to the flashcard.
5. Have the student from Team A try to guess the answer.
6. The student has three guesses before the other students tell 

them the answer.
7. Have students from each team take turns.

 “Guess the question” game
1. Divide the class into two teams.
2. Call out an answer.
3. Have each team take turns guessing the question.
4. Award points for each correct guess.
5. Have students take turns.

“Memory chain” game.
1. Demonstrate the game.
2. Divide the class into groups of five or six.
3. Have Student 1 ask and have Student 2 answer.
4. Have Student 3 repeat Student 2’s answer, and add his own 

answer.
5. Continue until a student forgets the answer or all students in 
the group have practiced.

“Board race” game
1. Divide the class into two teams.
2. Stick two flashcards on the board e.g. “The UK” and “Japan”.
3. Have the whole class ask a question e.g. “Where’s he from?” 

Then the teacher shouts a word e.g. “The UK”.
4. Choose one student from each team to race to the correct 

flashcard and answer the question e.g. “He’s from the UK. He’s 
British.”

5. Choose two more students to take the next turn.
“Tic, tac, toe” game

1. Divide the class into groups of four, with two students in each 
team.

2. Have teams play "rock, paper, scissors". The winning team 
chooses a square, asks and answers.

3. Have the teams take turns.
4. Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished.
5. Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a whole 

class.
“Talk to your friends” game

1. Demonstrate writing names and putting answers in the 
columns.

2. Divide the students into groups of three.
3. Have students ask their friends about how often they do 

things.
4. Have students write answers in the table.
5. Continue until the table is completed.
6. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate their answers

in front of the class.
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Theme 1

1. Listen and read.

2. Listen and follow.

3. Practice the structure.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

03

CD1

04

CD1

05

CD1

02

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 02 
1. M: Stand up.   
2. M: Sit down.    
3. M: Hands up.   
4. M: Hands down.  
5. M: Be quiet.   
6. M: Make a line.  

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard.

1.  Introduce the situation “The class is playing the ‘Teacher 
says’ game...”

2. Have students call out the actions and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

Track 03 - 04  
Narrator: The class is playing the “Teacher says” game...
1.  Teacher: Let’s play the "Teacher says" game. OK?

Children: Yay!
Teacher: Teacher says, sit down, please. Great!

2.  Teacher: Teacher says, hands up, please. Good!
3.  Teacher: Stand up, please.

Tom: No, Nick. Teacher didn’t say.
Nick: Oh (SOuNdS diSappOiNTed)...

4.  Teacher: Your turn, Tom.
Tom: Teacher says, make a line, please.
Children: Ha ha. 
Tom: Teacher says…(fade OuT)

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and do the actions.

Track 05  
W: Stand up, please.
W: Make a line, please

HELLO!: Lesson 1

HELLO!

Stand up, please. 
Make a line, please.

STrucTurE

Vocabulary:
stand up, sit down, hands up, hands 
down, be quiet, make a line

Structure:
(Stand up), please.

LESSOn 1

hands downstand up sit down hands up be quiet make a line

1 2 3 4 5 6

Teacher says:
make a line, please.

Teacher says:
sit down, please.

Teacher says:  
hands up, please.

Stand up, please. 

The class is playing The 
“Teacher says” game...
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Listen. Sing along.

Draw lines. Practice,  point and say. 

Play the “Teacher says” game.

CD1

06C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class 

          Stand up, please.
Sit down, please.

Track 06  
Stand up, please.
Sit down, please.

Track 07  
G: Stand up, please.
B: Stand up, please.
M: Stand up, please.

and do the actions.
4. Divide the class into two groups, Group A sings the commands, 

Group B does the actions.
5. Swap roles and repeat. 

Draw lines.
1. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
2. Have students draw lines. 
3. Check answers as a whole class.

1. Have the class stand up. 
2.  Play the role of “Teacher”, and give commands to the class. 

Start some commands with the phrase “Teacher says…”.
3.  If the command starts with “Teacher says…”, students must 

do the command or they are "out," and must sit down.
4.  If the command does NOT start with “Teacher says…”, 

students who do the command must sit down. The last 
student standing becomes “Teacher” for the next round. 

5.  Divide the class into groups. Have one student in each 
group be “Teacher”. 

6.  If there is no winner after 2 minutes then another student 
becomes “Teacher”. 

Practice.
4. T: I say, "stand up." 

You say, "stand up, please."
T (to class): Stand up.
Class: Stand up, please.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• sit down
• make a line
• hands up
• hands down
• be quiet

Point and say.
5. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
6. Divide the students into pairs.
7. Have student A point and student B say.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of

the class.

HELLO!: Lesson 1

CD1

07

Intonation: Commands "Stand up, please."
PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

07

2 3 4 5 61

hands

quiet

sit

up

make a

down

hands

up

stand

line

be

down

Hands up, please.

Teacher says:  
stand up, please. Hands up, please.
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Theme 1 HELLO!

HELLO!: Lesson 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

09

CD1

08

B

A

1.  Write the word “alphabet” on the board. Have students 
open their books and look at the alphabet.

2.  Play audio and have students listen. Play audio again, have 
students point and say along with the audio.

Track 08 
M: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z

3.  Write a letter on the board or download and print out the 
flashcards on the website (smartstart.i-learn.vn) and have 
students call out the letter. Have students find the letter in 
their books.

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson "The class was 
playing the 'Teacher says' game."

2.  Now introduce the situation “The children are learning the 
alphabet...”

3. Have students call out the letters they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

Track 09 - 10  
Narrator:  The children are learning the alphabet...
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Teacher: What letter is this? Yes, Tom.

Tom: it’s letter a.
Teacher: Yes. That’s right!
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle. 

2. Teacher: and what letter is this? 
Nick:  it’s letter L.
Teacher: Yes, letter L.

3. Teacher: What letter is this?
Mai: i know. it’s letter X. X! X! (SHOuTiNG)
Teacher: Yes, that’s right. 
(LOud WHOOSHiNG SOuNd)
Tom: Wow! What’s that?

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 11  
M: What letter is this?
W: it’s letter a. 

What letter is this?  
It’s letter A.

STrucTurE

It’s = It is

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

2. Listen and circle.

3. Practice the structure.

CD1

10

CD1

11

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii

Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr

Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

What letter is this?

It’s letter A.
The children are learning The alphabeT...

21

3

Vocabulary:
The alphabet

Structure:
What letter is this?
It’s letter (E).

LESSOn 2
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C

HELLO!: Lesson 2

Listen. Sing along.

Write the letters. Practice. Point, ask and answer. 

Say your name. Spell your name. Write your name.

CD1

12

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class 

The alphabet song
Let's sing the alphabet song.

Track 12  
The alphabet song.
Let's sing the alphabet song.

Track 13  
G: What letter is this?
B: What letter is this?
M: What letter is this?

and do the actions.
4. Divide the class into two groups, Group A sings the commands, 

Group B does the actions.
5. Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Have students say their names.
2. Have students spell their names.
3. Have students write their names in the space provided.

1. Have students call out the letters they can see.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Have students write the letters.
4. Check answers as a whole class.
5.  Divide the students into pairs, and have them practice asking  

and answering. 
6. Swap roles and repeat.
7. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

13

Don't forget the 's' sound. "What letter is this?"
PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

13

Tom. T-O-M.

2 3

4 5 6

1

It’s letter B.What letter is this?



12 HELLO!: Lesson 3

Vocabulary:
Tom, Alfie, Mai, Nick

Structure:
Hello, my name’s (Alfie).
What’s your name?
My name's (Tom). Nice to meet you.
Nice to meet you, too.

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

15

CD1

14

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 14  
1. M: Tom.  
2. M: alfie.  
3. M: Mai.  
4. M: Nick.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson "The children were 
learning the alphabet."

2.  Now introduce the situation "Tom and his friends meet an 
alien in the playground…".

3. Have students call out the names of the people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

Track 15 - 16  
Narrator:  Tom and his friends meet an alien in the 
playground…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. (SOuNd Of THe SpaCeSHip SHriNKiNG)

Tom: Hello. My name’s Tom. What’s your name?
Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.

2. alfie: My name's alfie...What's your name?
3. Mai: Hello. My name’s Mai. Nice to meet you.

Tom: Nice to meet you, alfie.
alfie: Nice to meet you, too.

Track 17  
Tom:  Hello, my name’s Tom. What’s your name?
alfie: My name’s alfie.
alfie: Nice to meet you.
Tom: Nice to meet you, too.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Theme 1 HELLO!

3. Practice the structure. CD1

17

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

16

STrucTurE
Hello, my name’s Tom. What's your name?
My name's Alfie. Nice to meet you.
Nice to meet you, too. 

What's = What is
name's = name is

Tom Alfie Mai Nick

1

A
l�

e

1234556677788989034345434

2 3 4

Hello, my name’s Tom. 
What’s your name?Tom and his friends meeT  

an alien in The playground… My name’s Alfie!

Nice to meet 
you, too.

Nice to meet you. 

1

LESSOn 3



13HELLO!: Lesson 3

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “Chain” game. 

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 19  
G: What’s your name?
B: What’s your name?
M: What’s your name?

Track 20  
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Boy: Hello. What’s your name?

Kim: My name’s Kim.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.

2. Girl:  Hi. What’s your name?
Nick: My name’s Nick.

3. Boy: Hello. What’s your name?
Mai: My name’s Mai. 

4. Boy: Hello. What’s your name?
alfie: My name’s alfie. 

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and tick the box.
1. Have students call out the people they can see.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class. 
Practice.
5. Divide the class into Group A and Group B

T:  I say, "your name/Tom".
Group A, you say, "Hello. What's your name?" 
Group B, you say, "My name's Tom.” OK?
T:  I say, "your name/Alfie".
Group A, you say, "Hello. What's his name?" 
Group B, you say, "His name's Alfie.”
T:  I say, "your name/Mai".
Group A, you say, "Hello. What's her name?" 
Group B, you say, "Her name's Mai.”

1. Have the students stand up.
2. Student 1 turns to Student 2 and they ask and answer. 
3. Student 2 turns to Student 3 and they ask and answer.
4. Continue until all students have practiced.

T: your name/Tom
Group A: Hello. What's your name? 
Group B: My name's Tom.
T: his name/Alfie

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• his name/Nick.
• your name/Mai.
• her name/Kim.

Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs.
7.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer. 
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

19

CD1

20

Stress: "What's your name?"
PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

19

Track 18  
Hello, what's your name?   
My name's Tom.

C

              Hello, what's your name?
 My name’s Tom.

CD1

18

Hello, my name’s Tom. 
What’s your name?

Hello, my name’s Harry. 
What’s your name?

My name’s Harry.
My name’s Nick.

Hello, what’s your name? My name’s Kim.

4

2

3

1
A

l�
e

1234556677788989034345434



14 HELLO!: Lesson 4

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

22

CD1

21

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed.

Track 21 
1. M: alpha.  
2. M: Greenwood. 
3. M: river Town. 
4. M: Home.  

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the game in front of the 
class.

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson "Tom and his 
friends met an alien in the playground."

2.  Now introduce the situation "Tom is asking Alfie where he 
is from…"

3. Have students call out the places they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

Track 22 - 23  
Narrator: Tom is asking alfie where he is from…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: Where are you from, alfie?

alfie: Oh, i'm from alpha.
Tom: Wow! Cool!
Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.

2. alfie: Where are you from, Tom?
Tom: Well, i’m from Greenwood. 
(SOuNd Of SpaCeSHip eNGiNeS SHriNKiNG)

3. alfie: and what about Nick? Where’s he from?
Tom: Nick? Oh, he’s from river Town.
alfie: Oh. 
(SCHOOL BeLL riNGS)
Tom: We have to go back to school now.
alfie: Can i go with you?
Tom: Sure, let’s go.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Theme 1 HELLO!

3. Practice the structure. CD1

24

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and draw lines.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and draw lines. CD1

23

Track 24  
M: Where are you from?  
B: i’m from alpha.
M: Where’s she from?  
B: She’s from Greenwood.

I'm = I am
He's = He is
She's = She is

STrucTurE
Where are you from?     I’m from Alpha.
Where’s she from?    She’s from Greenwood.

Alpha

1

home

4

Greenwood

2

River Town

3

A
l�

e

1234556677788989034345434

A
l�

e

1234556677788989034345434

A
l�

e

1234556677788989034345434

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

1

I’m from Alpha.

Where's he from?

Where are you 
from, Alfie?

Tom is asking alfie where he is from…

2

3

Vocabulary:
Alpha, Greenwood, River Town, home 

Structure:
Where are you from? I’m from (Greenwood).
Where’s (he/she) from?
(He/she)’s from (River Town).

LESSOn 4
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Track 26  
in natural english, “Where are you” sounds like /werәrjә/. 
Listen: 
G: Where are you from?
B: Where are you from?
M: Where are you from?

HELLO!: Lesson 4

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and circle. Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “Follow the lines” game. Ask your friends.

CD1

25

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Where are you from?
I'm from Alpha.

Track 25  
Where are you from?
i'm from alpha.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers.

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and circle.
1. Have students call out the places they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and circle.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
1. T: I say, "you." You say, "Where are you from?"

T: I say, "he." You say, "Where's he from?" OK?
T(to class): You
Class: Where are you from?
T(to class): He
Class: Where's he from?

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• they  • she

2. Divide class into Group A and Group B
T: I say "you/Alpha". 
Group A, you say, "Where are you from?" 
Group B, you say, "I'm from Alpha.”
T: I say "he/Greenwood".  
Group A, you say, "Where's he from?"  
Group B, you say, "He's from Greenwood". OK?

1. Divide the students into pairs.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3.  Have students trace lines, ask e.g. “Where's she from?”,  

and answer e.g. “She's from Greenwood.”
4.  Have students fill in the blank for where they and their 

friends are from.
5. Swap roles and repeat. 

T (to class): You/Alpha
Group A: Where are you from? 
Group B: I'm from Alpha.
T (to class): He/Greenwood

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• They/River Town • She/Maple City

Point, ask and answer.
5. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
6.  Divide the students into pairs.
7. Have Student A point and ask, have Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat for next pictures.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

26

CD1

27 Track 27  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. M: Where’s he from?

B: He’s from Greenwood.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.

2. M: Where’s she from?
B: She’s from river Town.

3. M: Where’s he from?
B: He’s from alpha.

4. M: Where’s she from?
B: She’s from Maple City.

C

Natural English: "Where are you..."  
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP
CD1

26

YouShe

Your friendHe

Where’s she from? She’s from Greenwood.

Where’s he from?

A B A B

A B A B

He’s from Greenwood.

Greenwood

Alpha

River Town 

Maple City

Greenwood

Alpha

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

River Town 

Maple City 

1

3

2

4
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Theme 1 HELLO!
Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

HELLO!: Lesson 5

Listen, point and say. NEW WorDS

Listen and circle.LISTENINg

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

1. Introduce the situation "A visitor is coming to Vinh's school…"
2. Have students call out the numbers they can see.
3. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
6. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 28 
1. M: One.
2. M: Two.
3. M: Three.
4. M: four.
5. M: five.
6. M: Six.
7. M: Seven.
8. M: eight.
9. M: Nine.
10. M: Ten.

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads up. 
What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board and 
remove one card when the students are not looking. One 
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 30  
M: How old are you?
B: i’m eight.

 Useful language
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 29  
Narrator: a visitor is coming to Vinh's school…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Teacher: Boys and girls. This is Mr. Blake.

all children: Hello!
Mr. Blake: Hello. What’s your name?
Vinh: My name’s Vinh.
Mr. Blake: How old are you, Vinh?
Vinh: i’m eight.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.

2. Mr. Blake: Hello. What’s your name, little girl?
Kim: My name’s Kim. 
Mr. Blake: Hello, Kim.
Vinh:. She’s five.

3. Mr. Blake: Hi, what’s your name?
Thao: My name’s Thao.
Mr. Blake: and how old are you, Thao?
Thao: i’m seven.

CD1

28

CD1

29

CD1

30

Value - Be confident 
Useful language:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
How old are you?
I’m (seven).

LESSOn 5

one two three four five

six seven eight nine ten

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

2

3

1a visiTor is coming To vinh's school…

My name's Vinh. 
I go to Nguyen Hue primary school.
What's the name of your school?

How old are you?    I’m eight.
uSEfuL LAnGuAGE



17HELLO!: Lesson 5

SPEAKINg

Look and write sentences.

read and circle “True” or “False”.

WrITINg

Practice. Point, ask and answer. 

rEADINg

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students look at the text and circle "True" or "False".
5. Check answers as a whole class.

Practice. 
1. Divide the class into Group A and Group B.

T:  I say, "How old/eight."
Group A, you say, "How old are you?" 
Group B, you say, "I'm eight." 
T:  I say, "How old/four"
Group A, you say, "How old are you?" 
Group B, you say, "I'm four." OK?
T: How old/eight.
Group A: How old are you? 
Group B: I'm eight.
T: How old/four.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Have students look at the school form and write down their 

personal information.
3. Check answers as a whole class.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Numbers 1-10. 

Point, ask and answer.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Divide the class into pairs.
4.  Have Student A point and ask, have Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat for the next pictures.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

Vinh: Hello, Phong. I'm eight. How old are you?
Phong: I'm seven. How old are you, Kim?
Kim: I'm five.

1. Vinh is six.   True   False
2. Phong is seven.    True   False
3. Kim is five.   True   False

Vinh and Kim

1 2 3 4

8 7

2

1015

How old are you?

Student information

Name:
Age:
Home:

School:

Class:

Student information

Name: Nguyen Quang Vinh
Eight
57 Nguyen Trong Tuyen,

Ho Chi Minh City
Nguyen Hue

2A1

Age:
Home:

School:

Class:



18 HELLO!: Lesson 6

Look and read. Put a tick () or a cross () in the box.rEADINg & WrITINg

Listen and draw lines.LISTENINg CD1

31

Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

1.  Play example audio and demonstrate drawing lines from 
the people to the names.

2.  Play audio and have students draw lines.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Have students look at the pictures, read the statements and 

put a tick in the box if the statement is true or a cross in the 
box if the statement is false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students give a new true statement for 

each of the false statements.

Track 31  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

M: What’s your name?
Kim: My name’s Kim.
M: Kim? How do you spell it?
Kim: K, i, M. 

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.

1. M: and what’s your name?
alfie: My name’s alfie.
M: How do you spell it?
alfie: a, L, f, i, e.

2. M: What’s your name?
Nick: My name’s Nick.
M: ah, how do you spell it?
Nick: N, i, C, K.

3. M: and what’s your name?
Tom: i'm Tom.
M: How do you spell it, Tom?
Tom: T, O, M.

4. M: What’s your name?
Mai: My name’s Mai.
M: How do you spell it?
Mai: M, a, i.

Narrator: Now listen again.

Theme 1 HELLO!
Example

1 2 3 4

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

I’m seven.

I’m from River Town.

I’m from Greenwood.

I’m nine.

1

32

Example

GREENWOOD



19HELLO!: Lesson 6

Turn to page 102. Listen. Sing along.SoNg

Play the “Connect three” game.gAmE

I CAN...

CD1

32

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page102.
2. Read the lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Divide the class in groups of four. Divide the groups into pairs.
Have each pair use a different color pen.

2. Have students play rock, paper, and scissors. The winners will
go first.

3. Student A from the first team points to a space on the board
where they wish to put a mark and asks the related question. 
Student B answers. If correct, then that team can put a mark on 
the space. If incorrect, the next team takes their turn.

4. The winners are the team that can get three of their own marks
in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
Note: Swap students roles after each turn. 

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

We win!

2

10 4 8

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

What letter 
is this?

What’s (his) 
name?

It’s letter (D).

(His) name’s 
(Tom).

Where (is) (he) 
from?

How old 
(is) (she)?

(He)'(s) from 
(Alpha).

(She)’(s) (ten). 

Tom Mai Alfie

• I can give and follow classroom commands.
• I can ask and answer about myself. 
• I can say hello and ask about someone else.
• I can fill in a school form.
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Theme 2

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

ScHOOL: Lesson 1

ScHOOL

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

34

CD1

33

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them                   
individually and have students say the words, correct                
pronunciation when needed. 

Track 33 
1. M: Camera.  
2. M: Cupboard.   
3. M: Board.  
4. M: Chair.  
5. M: desk.  
6. M: door.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of 
ten. Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the               
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

1. Introduce the situation “Tom is showing Alfie his classroom...”
2. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

Track 34 - 35  
Narrator:  Tom is showing alfie his classroom…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: alfie, this is my classroom.

alfie: Oh, OK. What’s this? (SOuNdS eXCiTed)
Tom: it’s a desk, alfie. 

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.

2. alfie: What’s this? 
Tom: it’s a chair. 

3. alfie: and what’s this, Tom?
Tom: it’s a cupboard.
(SOuNd Of CaMera CLiCKiNG)
Tom: Hey alfie! What’s this?
alfie: it’s my camera!
Tom: Cool!

Track 36  
W: What’s this?
M: it’s a board.

What’s = What is
It’s = It is

What’s this?
It’s a board.

STrucTurE

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

36

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

35

CLASSROOM 1A

Al�
e

123
455

667
778

898
903

434
543

4

It’s a desk.
What’s this?

What’s this?

Tom is showing alfie 
his classroom…

1

Vocabulary:
camera, cupboard, board, chair, 
desk, door

Structure:
What’s this?
It’s a (desk).

LESSOn 1

chaircamera cupboard board desk door

1 2 3 4 5 6



21ScHOOL: LESSOn 1

Listen. Sing along.

Draw lines. Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “memory” game. 

CD1

37C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

       What’s this?
It’s a camera.

Track 37  
What’s this?
it’s a camera.

Track 38  
in natural english, “it’s a” sounds like /  tsә/. 
Listen. 
G: it’s a desk.
B: it’s a desk.
M: it’s a desk.

4. Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5. Swap roles and repeat. 

Draw lines.
1. Have students call out the objects they can see. 
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Have students draw lines. 
4. Check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. Divide class into Group A and Group B

T: I say, "what/camera."
Group A say, "What's this?"
Group B say, "It's a camera." 

1. Divide the students into pairs. 
2. Have Student A look at part A while Student B counts to 10.
3. Have Student A call out as many objects as possible.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

T: I say, "what/door."
Group A say, "What's this?"
Group B say, "It's a door." 
T: what/camera
Group A: What's this?
Group B: It's a camera. 
T: what/door

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• cupboard
• board
• chair
• desk

Point, ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A say “What's this?” and have Student B respond 

with “It's a _____.”
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

38

Natural English: "It's a…"  
How do the sounds change?   

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

38

camera door cupboard chair board desk

1

4

2

5

3

6

It’s a camera. What’s this?

Look (10 seconds) Speak

Yes.

It's a chair...

Number 4, 
what's this?



22 ScHOOL: Lesson 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

40

CD1

39

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 39 
1. M: Bag.  
2. M: eraser.  
3. M: pen.  
4. M: pencil.   
5. M: Book.   
6. M: Crayon.   

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Tom was showing 
Alfie his classroom.”

2. Now introduce the situation “Alfie learns more...”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

Track 40 - 41  
Narrator: alfie learns more…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: is this a pencil?

Tom: Yes, it is.
Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. alfie: is this a pen?

Tom: No, it isn’t. it’s a crayon, alfie. 
3. alfie: is this a pen?

Tom: Yes, it is. 
4. alfie: is this a bag?

Tom: No, it isn’t. it’s an eraser. 
Tom: Look, it erases!
(SOuNd Of eraSiNG ON paper)
alfie: ah, i can do that too! 
(SOuNd Of raYGuN/SCaNNiNG SOuNd)

Track 42  
M: is this a pencil?
W: Yes, it is.
M: is this an eraser?
W: No, it isn’t. it’s a book.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

isn’t = is not

a e i o u = an
an eraser

STrucTurE
Is this a pencil?   Yes, it is.
Is this an eraser?  No, it isn’t. It’s a book.

Theme 2 ScHOOL

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

42

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

41

pencilbag eraser pen book crayon

1 2 3 4 5 6

Al�
e

12
34

55
66

77
78

89
89

03
43

45
43

4

f g h 
a b c d e 

a b c d e 

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

?

?
?

alfie learns more…

Is this a pencil?

Ah, I can
do that

too!

Yes, it is.

!

1

Vocabulary:
bag, eraser, pen, pencil, book, crayon

Structure:
Is this (an eraser)?
Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t. It’s (a book).

LESSOn 2
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Track 44  
In natural English “Is this a” sounds like /  zð  sә/. 
Listen. 
G: is this a bag?
B: is this a bag?
M: is this a bag?

ScHOOL: LESSOn 2

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box.  
Practice. Ask and answer. 

Play the “read my lips” game.

CD1

43

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Is this a bag?
Yes, it is.

Track 43  
is this a bag?
Yes, it is.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and put a tick () in the box.
1.  Have students look at the picture and call out the objects 

they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio and have students tick the box.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. Divide the class into Group A and Group B

T: I say, "bag/yes".
Group A, you say, "Is it a bag?" 
Group B, you say, "Yes, it is."
T: I say, "eraser/no/book".
Group A, you say, "Is it an eraser?" 
Group B, you say, "No, it isn't. It's a book."
T: bag/yes.

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups. 
2.  Have one student mouth a sentence silently, e.g.  

“Is this a ruler?”
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat.

Group A: Is this a bag?
Group B: Yes, it is.
T: eraser/no/book.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• book/yes
• chair/no/desk
• pen/no/crayon

Point. Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A point and ask, have Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

44

CD1

45

Track 45  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. M: is this a bag?

W: No, it isn’t. it’s an eraser.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 

Now listen and tick the box.
2. M: is this a book?

W: Yes, it is.
3. M: is this a pen?

W: No, it isn’t. it’s a crayon.
4. M: is this a chair?

W: No, it isn’t. it’s a desk.

C

Natural English: "Is this a…" 
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

44

4

2

3

1

No, it isn’t. It’s an eraser.Is this a bag?

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

Is this an eraser?

Is this a ruler?

No, Alfie.

Yes, that's right!

........ ?
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

47

CD1

46

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 46 
1. M: Letter.   
2. M: ruler.   
3. M: picture.   
4. M: fan.   
5. M: pencil case. 

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word, hit it to the student and have the  
student respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 47 - 48  
Narrator: Mai joins Tom and alfie …
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: Tom, is it a board? 

Tom: No, it isn’t, alfie.
alfie: So, what is it? 
Tom: it’s a picture. 

Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.

2. alfie:  is it a pencil case, Tom?
Tom: Yes, it is, alfie. Well done.
alfie: Thank you, Tom.
Tom: You're welcome.

3. alfie: Mai, Mai, is it an eraser?
Mai: No, it isn’t. 
alfie: What is it?
Mai: it’s a ruler. 
 (SOuNd Of SCHOOL BeLL riNGiNG fOr CLaSS TO STarT)
Tom: alfie! Get in the cupboard! (SOuNdS SCared)
(SOuNd Of aLfie quiCKLY HidiNG iN a CupBOard)

Track 49  
M: is it a ruler?
W: No, it isn’t.
M: What is it?
W: it’s a pencil case.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Is it a ruler?
What is it?

No, it isn't.
It’s a pencil case.

STrucTurE
isn’t = is not
It’s = It is

Theme 2 ScHOOL

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Alfie learned 
more.”

2. Now introduce the situation “Mai joins Tom and Alfie...”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

49

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD1

48

letter ruler picture fan pencil case

1 2 3 4 5

1
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3
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Alfie

1234556677788989034345434
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mai joins Tom and alfie …

No, it isn't.

It's a picture.What is it?

Is it a board?

?

?

Vocabulary:
letter, ruler, picture, fan, pencil case

Structure:
Is it a (ruler)? No, it isn't.
What is it? It's a (pencil case).

LESSOn 3
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Track 51  
in natural english, “is it a” sounds like /  z  tә/. 
Listen: 
G: is it a letter?
B: is it a letter?
M: is it a letter?

ScHOOL: LESSOn 3

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Look at              and play the "guessing" game.

CD1

50

D

E A

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Is it a letter?
No, it isn’t.

Track 50  
is it a letter?
No, it isn’t.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. Divide class into Group A and Group B. 

T: I say, “picture/no".
Group A you say “Is it a picture?”
Group B you say “No, it isn’t.”
T: I say, “what/fan”.

1. Demonstrate the activity.
2. Have one student come to the front and face the class.
3.  Put a flashcard on the board.
4. Have the student facing the class guess what the flashcard 

is, e.g "Is it a pen?"
5. Have students take turns and repeat. 

Group A you say “What is it?”
Group B you say “It’s a fan.” OK?
T: picture/No
Group A: Is it a picture?
Group B: No, it isn’t.
T: what/fan

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• letter/no/what/pencil
• pencil case/no/what/pen
• ruler/no/what/letter

Point, ask and answer.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Divide students into pairs. 
4. Have student A point and ask, e.g. "Is it a letter?" and Student B 

answer with "No, it isn't.". Have Student A continue to ask "What 
is it?", and student B answer e.g. "It's a board."

5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

51

C

Natural English: "Is it a…?"
How do the sounds change?
  

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

51

No, it isn’t. It’s a board.
Is it a letter? What is it?

...letter? 

...crayon? 

...bag? 

...ruler? 

...pencil? 

...book? 

...board? 

...fan? 

...bag? 

...pencil case? 

1
2

3
4

0

6
7

8
9

10

5

1
2

3
4

0

6
7

8
9

10

5

No, it isn't.

Is it a pen?

It's a ruler.

What is it?
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Theme 2 ScHOOL

ScHOOL: Lesson 4

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

53

CD1

52

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 

Track 52 
1. M: Open.  
2. M: Close.   
3. M: ask.  
4. M: answer.  
5. M: Sing. 
6. M: draw.  

when needed. 
4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 

up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard.

Track 53 - 54  
Narrator:  The bell rings and class begins…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Teacher: Hello everyone!

Students: Hello teacher!
Teacher: Tom, open your book, please.
Tom: Yes, teacher.
Teacher: Good.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now, listen and number.
2. Teacher: Now, draw a picture.

John: draw a picture?
Teacher: Yes, John. draw a picture.

3. Teacher: Good. Ok. Let’s sing a song.
Mai: Sing a song, teacher?
Teacher: Yes, Mai. Sing the alphabet song.
Mai: Ok…. a, b, c, d, e, f, g…….
 Teacher: Oh, Tim, close the cupboard, please.
Tim: Yes, teacher. 
(SOuNd Of a CupBOard OpeNiNG aNd aLfie faLLiNG OuT)
alfie: Oops! (SOuNd Of CHiLdreN SCreaMiNG)
Tim: What!!? (SOuNd Of LauGHiNG)
alfie: Hello, i’m alfie.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Open your book, please.
Ask a question, please.

STrucTurE

     Yes, teacher.
     Yes, teacher.

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Mai joined Tom 
and Alfie.”

2.  Now introduce the situation “The bell rings and class         
begins...”

3. Have students call out the actions and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

55

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

54

Track 55  
W: Open your book, please.  
B: Yes, teacher.
W: ask a question, please. 
B: Yes, teacher.

2

My name's Jim.
?

answeropen close ask sing draw

1 2 3 4 5 6

?
ask

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

Tom, open your 
book, please.

Yes, teacher.

Tim, close  
the cupboard, 

please.1

The bell rings and class begins…

Vocabulary:
open, close, ask, answer,  
sing, draw

Structure:
(Close your book), please.
Yes, teacher.

LESSOn 4
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C

ScHOOL: LESSOn 4

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and circle. Practice. Point and say.

Play the “Teacher says” game.

CD1

56

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Open your book, please.

Yes, teacher.

Track 56  
Open your book, please.
Yes, teacher.

Track 57  
in natural english, “your” sounds like /jәr/. 
Listen. 
G: Open your book, please.
B: Open your book, please.
M: Open your book, please.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the commands; 
Group B: mime the actions. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and circle.
1. Have students call out the actions they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and circle.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class. 
Practice.
5. T: I say, "picture." You say, "Draw a picture, please." OK?

T: picture
Class: Draw a picture, please.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• ask/ask a question • answer/answer a question
• song/sing a song • open/open the book
• close/close the book

1. Have the class stand up. 
2. Play the role of “Teacher”, and give commands to the class. 
3. Start some commands with the phrase “Teacher says…”
4.  If the command starts with “Teacher says”, students  

do the action.
5. I f the command does not start with “Teacher says”,  

students do not do the action.
6. Have students take turns to be “Teacher”.

Point and say.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A point to a picture and say and Student B 

answer "Yes, teacher".
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

57

CD1

58

Track 58  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Teacher: Tom, draw a picture please! 

Tom: Yes, teacher. (SOuNd Of SCriBBLiNG ON paper)
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle. 
2. Teacher: Mai, please ask a question!

Mai: Hmmm, OK. How are you, teacher?
Teacher: i’m fine, thank you.

3. Teacher: Nick, sing a song please!
Nick: Yes, teacher. La La La! (SiNGS LOud aNd BadLY)

4. Teacher: Cody, please open your book!
Cody: Yes, teacher.
Teacher: Thank you.

5. Teacher: Jane, close the book please!
Jane: Yes, teacher.

Natural English: "…your…"      
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

57

1 2

3 4 5

Tom, draw a 
picture, please. Yes, teacher.

Miss May ?

?

Teacher says:  
"Open your book, please." "Draw a picture, please."
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Theme 2 ScHOOL
Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

ScHOOL: Lesson 5

Listen, point and say.

Listen and number.

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 

    when needed. 

1.  Introduce the situation “Vinh is going on a school trip...”
2.  Have students look at the pictures and call out what they 

can see.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4.  Play audio and have students listen and number.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
6. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 59 
1. M: Backpack.  
2. M: Snacks.  
3. M: Water bottle. 
4. M: Scarf.   
5. M: School trip. 

4.  Have one student come to the front and play "Tennis" with you. 
5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 

respond with another word and hit it back to you.
6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 

other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 61  
M:  remember your 

water bottle!

 Useful language
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 60  
Narrator: Vinh is going on a school trip...
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example. 

CD1

59

CD1

60

CD1

61

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg
1. Mom: are you prepared for your school trip, Vinh? 

Vinh: umm. Yes, Mom. (SOuNdiNG uNSure)
Kim: Yes, aunty.
Mom: remember your water bottle!
Vinh: Yes, Mom.
Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.

2. Mom: and remember your snacks!
Vinh: OK! Yes, Mom.

3. Vinh: Goodbye, Mom.
Kim: Bye, aunty.
Mom: Vinh! remember your scarf, too.
Vinh: Oops! Thanks, Mom.

4. Vinh: Bye, Mom. See you.
Kim: Bye bye!
Mom: Vinh!!
Vinh: What, Mom? (SOuNdiNG aNNOYed)
Mom: Your backpack! remember your backpack.
Vinh: Sorry. Thanks, Mom. Bye!
Kim: Bye, thanks, aunty.
Mom: Have fun, you two!
(SOuNd Of dOOr CLOSiNG aNd ViNH aNd KiM ruNNiNG OuT)
Nam: Oops!
Vinh: Here you are, Nam. 
Nam: Thank you, Vinh.
Vinh:  You’re welcome. But be prepared next time.
Nam:  Yes, Vinh.

backpack snacks water bottle scarf school trip

1 2 3 4 5

1

Remember your
water bottle!

Yes, Mom!

vinh is going on a school Trip...

Value - Be prepared

Useful language:
backpack, snacks, water bottle, scarf, 
school trip
Remember your (backpack)!

LESSOn 5

Remember your water bottle!
uSEfuL LAnGuAGE
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Practice. Point and say.

Look at                                    complete the checklist. 

read and circle "True" or "False".

1. Have students read the passage.
2. Read the passage as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate circling "True" or "False" using the example.
4.  Have students read the statements and circle "True" for a cor-

rect statement and "False" for an incorrect statement.
5. Check answers as a whole class.

Practice. 
1. T: I say, “backpack.” You say, “Remember your backpack.”

T: I say, "snacks.” You say, “”Remember your snacks.” OK?
T: backpack
Class: Remember your backpack.
T: snacks
Class: Remember your snacks.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• backpack
• snacks
• water bottle

1.  Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
2.  Have students look at the pictures in the "Speaking" and 

complete the checklist.
3. Check answers as a whole class.

• scarf
• book
• pencil case

Point and say.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Divide the class into pairs.
4.  Have Student A point to a picture and have Student B say  

“Remember  _______.”
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

SPEAKINg

School trip to the zoo

Boys and girls, remember to bring: 

1. Remember your pencil case.   True   False

2. Remember your snacks. True   False

3. Remember your board. True   False

4. Remember your water bottle.  True   False

Ms. Phuong Ha
backpack water bottle red scarf snacks

1 2 3 4
Remember your scarf!



30 ScHOOL: Lesson 6

1. Play example audio and demonstrate ticking the box.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the correct box.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Have students look at the pictures, read the statements and 

put a tick in the box if the statement is true or a cross in the 
box if the statement is false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students give a new true statement for 

each of the false statements.

Track 62  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

B: is it a door?
G: No, it isn’t.
B: What is it?
G: it’s a desk.

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
1. B: is this an eraser?

G: Yes, it is.
2. B: is this a pencil?

G: No, it isn’t.
B: What is it?
G: it’s a ruler.

3. B: please, sing a song.
G: Sure. (LaLaLaLaLa)

4. Teacher: please, close your book.
B: Yes, teacher.

Narrator: Now listen again.

Look and read. Put a tick () or a cross () in the box.

Listen and tick () the box. CD1

62

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 2 ScHOOL Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

2

Example

1

3 4

What is it?

1 2 3 4

0

6 7 8 9 10

5

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

This is a pencil case.

This is a ruler.

This is a chair.

This is a crayon.

This is a cupboard.

This is a letter.

1

3 4 5

2Example

1 2 3 4

0

6 7 8 9 10

5
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1. Demonstrate playing the game.
2. Divide the class into groups of four, two students in each team.
3.  Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning team chooses 

a square and asks and answers. 
4. Have the teams take turns.
5.  Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished. ("Rock, paper, 

scissors" is played each turn.)
6. Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a whole class.

Turn to page 102. Listen. Sing along.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page102.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

gAmE Play the "Tic, tac, toe" game.

CD1

63SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks. 
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

It’s a bag.
No, it isn't. 
It's a book.

What is it? Is this a notebook?

OK! Our turn.

1
2

3
4

0

6
7

8
9

10

5

VS.Pair 1 Pair 2

We win!

• I can identify classroom objects. 
• I can ask and answer about classroom objects.
• I can follow simple instruction. 
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Theme 3

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

fAMILY: LESSOn 1

fAMILY

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

65

CD1

64

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 64 
1. M: father.   
2. M: Mother.  
3. M: Sister.  
4. M: Brother.  
5. M: Baby brother. 

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 65 - 66  
Narrator: Tom takes alfie home…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: Hey alfie, look at some pictures. 

alfie: Oh Tom, who’s he?
Tom: Oh, he’s my father. He’s Sam. 

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.
2. alfie: Who’s he, Tom?

Tom: He’s my brother. He’s Ben. 
3. alfie: Oh, who’s she?

Tom: ah, she’s Mai’s sister. She’s Kim.
 (SOuNd Of THe BeLL riNGiNG)
Tom: Come on, alfie! Let's meet the rest of my family!
alfie: Sure, Tom!

Track 67  
G: Who’s he?
B: He’s my father. He’s Sam. 
G: Who’s she?
B: She’s Kim’s mother. She’s Lan.

Who’s = Who is
He’s = He is
She’s = She is

Who’s he?   He’s my father. He’s Sam.
Who’s she?  She’s Kim’s mother. She’s Lan.

STrucTurE
1. Now introduce the situation “Tom takes Alfie home….”
2. Have students call out the people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

67

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and draw lines.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and draw lines. CD1

66

sisterfather mother brother  baby  
brother

1 2 3 4 5

2

This is my 
family.

Vocabulary:
father, mother, sister, brother, 
baby brother

Structure:
Who’s (she)?
 (She)’s (my mother).

LESSOn 1

Who's he?

He's my father.
He’s Sam.

Tom Takes alfie home…

Sam Ben Kim

1
2

3
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer. 

Draw faces. Talk about your family.

CD1

68C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

    Who’s he?
He’s my father.

Track 68  
Who’s he?
He’s my father.

Track 69  
G: Who’s he?
B: Who’s he?
G: Who’s she?
B: Who’s she? 

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5. Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Have students draw the face of their family members.
2. Divide the students into pairs. 
3.  Have Student A look at Student B's drawing and ask 

“Who's he/she?” and have Student B answer “He's/She's my 
_______.”

4. Swap roles and repeat. 
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity.

Practice.
1. Divide the class into Group A and Group B.

T: I say, "who/brother/Ben"
Group A, you say, "Who's he?
Group B, you say, "He's my brother. He's Ben."
T: I say, "who/mother/Ann"
Group A, you say, "Who's she?
Group B, you say, "She's my mother. She's Ann." OK?
T: who/brother/Ben

CD1

69

Intonation: Wh Questions

Who's he? 
Who's she?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

69

2

3 4 5

father/Sam mother/Ann

sister/Lucybrother/Ben Tom baby brother/Alex

2

Tom's family

Who’s he?
He’s Tom’s father. He’s Sam. 

1

Who’s he?

Who’s she?

He’s my  _________. 

She’s my  _________. 

Group A: Who's he?
Group B: He's my brother. He's Ben.
T: who/mother/Ann

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• who/sister/Lucy
• who/baby brother/Alex
• who/father/Sam
T: I say, "who/Tom's brother/Ben"
Group A, you say, "Who's he?"
Group B, you say, "He's Tom's brother. He's Ben."
T: I say, "who/Tom's sister/Lucy"
Group A, you say, "Who's she?
Group B, you say, "She's Tom's sister. She's Lucy." OK?
T: who/Tom's brother/Ben
Group A: Who's he?
Group B: He's Tom's brother. He's Ben.
T: who/Tom's sister/Lucy

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• who/Tom's mother/Ann
• who/Tom's father/Sam

Point, ask and answer.
2. Divide the students into pairs.
3.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

fAMILY: LESSOn 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards  along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 

Track 70 
1. M: Grandfather.  
2. M: Grandmother.  
3. M: uncle.   
4. M: aunt.   
5. M: Cousin.   

and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed.  

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 71 - 72  
Narrator: alfie is meeting more of Tom’s family…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: alfie, this is my grandmother.

alfie: Hello, i’m alfie. pleased to meet you.
Grandma: Nice to meet you.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Tom:  This is my uncle.

alfie: Hello, i’m alfie. pleased to meet you.
uncle: Nice to meet you, alfie.

3. Tom: and this is my cousin, Bill!
alfie: Hello Bill, i’m alfie. Nice to meet you.
Bill: Hello, nice to meet you too.
Tom: and this is alex, alfie.
alfie: Hi!
alex: (LauGHiNG) 
(SOuNd Of aLeX peeiNG)
alfie: Huh? 
Tom: He likes you, alfie. (SOuNd Of LauGHiNG)

Track 73  
Tom: This is my grandfather.
alfie: Hi, i’m alfie. pleased to meet you. 
Grandfather: Nice to meet you.

Tom: This is my grandfather.
Alfie: Hi, I’m Alfie. Pleased to meet you!
Grandfather: Nice to meet you!

STrucTurE

Theme 3 fAMILY

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Tom took Alfie 
home.”

2.  Now introduce the situation “Alfie is meeting more of Tom’s 
family…”

3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

73

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and draw lines.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

72

CD1

71

CD1

70

Vocabulary:
grandfather, grandmother, uncle, aunt, cousin

Structure:
This is my (grandmother).
Hello, I'm (Alfie). Pleased to meet you.
Nice to meet you.

LESSOn 2

Here are more
family members...

unclegrandfather grandmother aunt cousin

1 2 3 4 5

This is my 
grandmother.

Hello, I’m Alfie. 
Pleased to meet you. Nice to meet you. 

alfie is meeTing more of Tom’s family…

1



35fAMILY: LESSOn 2

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point and say. 

Point. Introduce your family.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

     This is my grandfather. 
Nice to meet you. Pleased to meet you, too.

Track 74  
This is my grandfather. 
Nice to meet you. pleased to meet you, too.

Track 75  
in natural english, “Nice to” sounds like /na  stә/. 
Listen. 
G: Nice to meet you.
B: Nice to meet you.
M: Nice to meet you. 

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A and Group B take 
turns singing the sentences. 

5. Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Divide the class into pairs.
2.  Have Student A point to a picture and say “This is my 

_______.” and Student B respond with “Pleased to meet you.”
3. Swap roles and repeat.
4. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the acitivity.

Practice.
1. Divide class into group A & group B

T: I say, "my grandmother/pleased"
Group A, you say, "This is my grandmother."
Group B, you say, "Pleased to meet you."

C CD1

74

CD1

75

Natural English: "Nice to..."
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

75

grandfather/Dan grandmother/Grace

cousin/Sue cousin/Bill

uncle/Tony aunt/May

Tom

father/Sam mother/Ann

sister/Lucy
2

This is Tom’s grandfather. Pleased to meet you.

Tom's family
1 2

3 4

5 6

This is my grandmother. Pleased to meet you.

grandmother father uncle aunt cousin

T: I say, "Tom's grandfather/pleased"
Group A, you say, "This is Tom's grandfather"
Group B, you say, "Pleased to meet you". OK?
T: my grandmother/pleased
Group A: This is my grandmother.
Group B: Pleased to meet you.
T: Tom's grandfather/ pleased
Group A: This is Tom's grandfather.
Group B: Pleased to meet you.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• grandfather
• uncle
• aunt
• cousin

Point and say.
2. Divide the students into pairs.
3.  Have Student A point and say a statement, e.g. "This is Tom's 

grandfather." Have Student B respond with "Pleased to meet you.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the acitivity in front 

of the class.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

fAMILY: LESSOn 3

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

77

CD1

76

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation when 
needed. 

Track 76 
1. M: Tall.  
2. M: Short.  
3. M:  Handsome. 
4. M: pretty.   
5. M: Young.    
6. M: Old.   

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the 
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 77 - 78  
Narrator:  alfie meets Lucy…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. (SOuNd Of dOOr OpeNiNG)

Tom: This is my sister Lucy.
alfie: Hi Lucy. i have a sister too! 
Lucy: Oh, is she pretty?
alfie: Yes, she is. and she’s young.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Tom: and your mother, alfie, is she tall? 

alfie: No, she isn’t. She’s short.
3. Lucy: and your father? is he tall?

alfie: Yes, he is. Let me show you my family. 
(SOuNd Of THe WriST COMMuNiCaTOr)
alfie: Here’s my father, my mother… 
Lucy: Wow…

Track 79  
G: is your brother tall? 
B: Yes, he is.
G: is your sister short?  
B: No, she isn’t. She’s tall.

isn’t = is not

STrucTurE
Is your brother tall?  Yes, he is.
Is your sister short? No, she isn’t. She’s tall.

Theme 3 fAMILY

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Alfie was meeting 
more of Tom’s family.”

2. Now introduce the situation “Alfie meets Lucy….”
3. Have students call out the people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

79

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

78

pretty oldhandsome

1 2 3 4 5 6

youngtall short

Oh, is  
your sister 

pretty?

alfie meeTs lucy…

1

.

Vocabulary:
tall, short, handsome, pretty, young, old

Structure:
Is your (brother) (tall)?
Yes, (he) is./No, (he) isn’t. (He)'s (short).

LESSOn 3
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Listen. Sing along.

read and put a tick () or a cross () in the box. Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “read my lips” game.

CD1

80

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Is your father tall?
Yes, he is.

Track 80  
is your father tall?
Yes, he is.

Track 81  
in natural english, “is your” sounds like /  zjәr/. 
Listen. 
G: is your father tall?
B: is your father tall?
M: is your father tall?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5. Swap roles and repeat. 

Read and put a tick () or cross () in the box. 
1. Have students call out the people they can see.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Have students put a tick or a cross in the box. 
Practice.
4. Divide the class into Group A and Group B.

T: I say, "he/handsome/yes"
Group A you say, "Is he handsome?"
Group B you say, "Yes, he is."
T: I say, "short/no/tall"

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups. 
2.  Have one student mouth a sentence silently e.g.  

“Is your mother tall?”
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat.

Group A you say, "Is he short?"
Group B you say, "No, he isn't. He's tall. "OK?
T: handsome/yes
Group A: Is he handsome?
Group B: Yes, he is.
T: short/no/tall
Group A: Is he short?
Group B: No, he isn't. He's tall

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• young/yes
• young/no/old
• tall/yes
• tall/no/short
• pretty/yes
• old/no/young

Ask and answer.
5. Divide the students into pairs.
6.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
7. Swap roles and repeat.
8. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

CD1

81

C

Is he old?
No, he isn't. He's young.

...old?

...young?

...handsome?

...pretty?

...young?

...short?

1 2 3

654
A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

Is your father tall?

Is your mother tall?

No, Alfie.

Yes, that's right!

........

Natural English: "Is your…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

81
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

fAMILY: LESSOn 4

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD1

83

CD1

82

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 82 
1. M: Boy.  
2. M: Girl.    .
3. M: Man.   
4. M: Woman.   
5. M: fat.   
6. M: Thin.    

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 83 - 84  
Narrator:  The children are looking at alfie’s family…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. The children: Wow!

alfie: This is my family. 
Lucy: Oh, nice. Who’s the tall man?
alfie: He’s my father.  

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Lucy: and who’s the thin woman?

alfie: She’s my aunt.
3. Tom: and who’s the short man? 

alfie: ah, he’s my uncle. 
Lucy: Oh, and who’s the young boy? Your baby brother?
alfie: No, it’s me.
Lucy: Huh?
Lucy and Tom: Hahaha. 

Track 85  
G: Who’s the tall woman?
B: She’s Tom’s mother.

STrucTurE
Who’s the tall woman? 
She’s Tom’s mother.

Theme 3 fAMILY

1. Review the story from the previous lesson "Alfie met Lucy."
2.  Now introduce the situation “The children are looking at 

Alfie’s family….”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD1

85

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD1

84

womanboy girl man fat thin

1 2 3 4 5 6
2

He’s my father.
Who’s the 

young boy?Who’s the 
tall man?

The children are looking aT alfie’s family…

1

Vocabulary:
boy, girl, man, woman, fat, thin

Structure:
Who’s the (fat) (man)? (He)’s (my father).

LESSOn 4
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Ask and answer.

Look at          and          . Play the “memory” game. 

CD1

86

D

E B D

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1. Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Who’s the young boy?
He’s Tom’s cousin.

Track 86  
Who’s the young boy?
He’s Tom’s cousin.

Track 87  
in natural english, “Who is” sounds like /huz/. 
Listen. 
G: Who's the young boy?
B: Who's the young boy?
M: Who's the young boy?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5. Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. Divide class into Group A and Group B.

T: I say, “old man/grandfather”.
Group A, you say “Who’s the old man?” 
Group B, you say, “He’s Tom’s grandfather.” 
T: I say, “young girl/sister”.
Group A, you say “Who’s the young girl?”
Group B, you say, “She’s Tom’s sister.” OK?

1. Divide the students into pairs. 
2.  Have Student A look at the pictures while Student B counts 

to 10.
3.  Have Student B ask “Who’s the _______?” and Student A call 

out the answers.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

T: old man/grandfather
Group A: Who’s the old man?
Group B: He’s Tom’s grandfather.
T: young girl/sister

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• short boy/brother
• fat baby/baby brother
• old woman/grandmother
• tall girl/cousin
• thin woman/aunt

Ask and answer.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Divide students into pairs.
4. Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD1

87

C

He’s Tom’s cousin. Who’s the short boy?

 thin boy

old woman

old man

short boy

tall girlfat baby

2

6

2

1

Bill Grace

4

Dan

Lucy

3

Ben

5

Alex

cousin grandmother

brother grandfather

baby brother sister

Natural English: "Who is..."
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD1

87

Who’s the old man?

You're right.

Look (10 seconds) Speak

He’s Tom’s grandfather.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

fAMILY: LESSOn 5

Listen, point and say.

Listen and circle.

1. Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2. Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point
to the pictures in their books.

1. Introduce the topic “Pets in Vietnam.”
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

Track 88 
1. M: Cat.      
2. M: dog.  
3. M: rabbit. 
4. M: Cute.
5. M: friendly. 
6. M: Soft. 

3. Change the order of the flashcards, point to them 
individually and have students say the words, correct 
pronunciation when needed. 

4. Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads up. 
What’s missing?”. Arrange flashcards on the board and        
remove one card when students are not looking. One       
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 90  

B: dogs are my favorite pets. 
B: dogs are friendly.

 Useful language
1.  Have students look at the useful 

language box.
2.  Have students listen to audio 

and repeat.

Track 89  
Narrator: Listen to someone talking about pets…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. M: pets are animals that live with families.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. M: Cats are soft and friendly. Many families in Vietnam 

have cats.
3. M: rabbits are very soft and quiet.
4. M: dogs are my favorite pets. They’re very friendly.

What’s your favorite pet?

CD1

88

CD1

89

CD1

90

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 3 fAMILY Pets in Vietnam

Useful language:
(Rabbits) are my favorite pets.
(Rabbits) are (cute).

LESSOn 5

1. Pets are animals that    .    
2. Cats are    .   
3. Rabbits are very soft and                   .  
4.         are his favorite pets.   

live with families/are soft 
friendly/cute
fat/quiet
Cats/Dogs 

Dogs are my favorite pets.
Dogs are friendly.

uSEfuL LAnGuAGE

cat dog rabbit cute friendly soft

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Write your answers down. 

read and circle “True” or “False”.

Point and say. 

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students read the questions and circle “True” or “False”.
5. Check answers as a whole class.

 Point and say.
1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Divide the class into pairs.
3. Have students A point and student B talk about that animal.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in front of the class.

1. Demonstrate the activity.
2. Have students write sentences about each pet and which

pet is their favorite.
3. Afterwards, have some students read their sentences in

front of the class.

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

1 2 3

friendly cutesoftpretty

Cats are my favorite pets.
Cats are soft and friendly.

1.      Dogs are     .

2.      Cats are     .

3.      Rabbits are     .

4.       are my favorite pets.

 

There are five pets in my house. This is my dog. He's 
from Phu Quoc. His name’s Toby. He’s friendly. Dogs 
are my favorite pets. Rabbits are my sister's favorite 
pets. These are her three rabbits. They're cute. Cats 
are my mom’s favorite pets. This is my mom’s cat. I 
like cats too, they're soft.  

Nam's pets

1. Dogs are Nam’s favorite pets.    True     False
2. Toby is friendly.   True     False
3. Cats are his sister's favorite pets.  True     False
4. His sister has three rabbits.  True     False
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Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

Look at the pictures. Look at the letters. Write the words.

Listen and draw lines. CD1

91

1.  Play example audio and demonstrate drawing lines from 
the names to the people.

2.  Play audio and have students draw lines.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Demonstrate the example on the board. Write the mixed up 
letters on the board, then write the word next to the letters, cross 
out each letter once they have been put in the correct order.

2.  Have students individually look at the mixed up letters and the 
pictures. Have students spell the words in the spaces provided. 

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate spelling the 

words aloud in front of the class. 

Track 91  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

B: Who's the tall boy?
G: The tall boy?
B: Yeah, what's his name?
G: Oh, he’s Jim.

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.
1. B: Who’s the young boy?

G: He’s Tom.
B: Sorry, who?
G: His name is Tom.

2. G: Who’s the handsome man?
B: He’s paul.
G: Who?
B: My uncle paul.

3. B: Who’s the old man?
G: The old man is my grandfather.
B: What’s his name?
G: His name is fred.

4. B: Who’s the pretty woman?
G: Oh, she’s Sally. She’s very pretty.
B: Sorry, what’s her name?
G: She’s Sally.

Narrator: Now listen again.

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 3 fAMILY

1

2

3

Example

a

o

h

f 

o

a t h e r

Jim

tall pretty handsome old young

Tom Sally Fred Paul

Example
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Turn to page 102. Listen. Sing along.

Play the board game.  

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page102.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Divide the class into groups of four, two students in each team.
2.  Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning team goes 

forward two spaces and the losing team goes forward  
one space. 

3.  Have students match the symbol to the structure, ask and 
answer or practice (if the question or answer is incorrect, that 
team move back one space).

4.  Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished. (Rock, paper, 
scissors is played each turn)

5.  Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a  
whole class.

CD1

92SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity                
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

Who’s (she)? (She)'s my (grandmother).

What’s (his) name? (His) name's (Ben).

Is (she) (old)? Yes, (she) is.

Who's the (young)(boy)? (He)'s my (brother).

winner: move 2 spaces
loser: move 1 space

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

• I can ask and answer about people in a family.
• I can introduce and greet people politely.
• I can talk about what someone looks like.
• I can talk about my favorite pets.
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Theme 4

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

cOLOrS: LESSOn 1

cOLOrS

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

02

CD2

01

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them                        
individually and have students say the words, correct            
pronunciation when needed. 

Track 01 
1. M: Green.   
2. M: Blue.   
3. M: red.    
4. M: Yellow.  
5. M: Color/colors. 

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 02 - 03  
Narrator: alfie and the children are buying paint…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: What color is this?

Lucy: it’s green. The color green. 
Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is the example. 
Now listen and number.
2. alfie: and this, what color is this, Mai?

Mai: That one, alfie? it’s red.   
alfie: red… oh, i like red.

3. alfie: Hey Nick, and this one, what color is this?
Nick: it’s blue. 
alfie: Oh, it’s blue. i’m blue too.
Nick: Ha ha. Yes, you are, alfie. 
alfie: i like this, too. What color ….?
(SOuNd Of aLfie GraBBiNG paiNT frOM THe SHeLf 
aNd iT faLLiNG ON HiM aNd COVeriNG HiM iN paiNT)  
alfie: Oops!
Kids: Oh no, alfie! 
alfie: Ha ha. Now i’m not blue anymore. (KidS LauGHiNG)

Track 04  
M: What color is this?
W: it’s red.

It's = It is
What color is this?
It’s red.

STrucTurE

1.  Now introduce the situation “Alfie and the children are 
buying paint…”

2. Have students call out the colors and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

04

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD2

03

color/colorsgreen blue red yellow

1 2 3 4 5

Vocabulary:
green, blue, red, yellow, color/colors

Structure:
What color is this?
It’s (yellow).

LESSOn 1

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

A
l�e

1234556677788989034345434

What color is this?

It’s green.

alfie and The children are buying painT…

1
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Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “guess the color” game.

CD2

05C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

     What color is this?

It’s green.

Track 05  
What color is this? 
it’s green.

Track 06  
B: What color is this? it’s red.
G: What color is this? it’s red.
M: What color is this? it’s red.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and tick () the box.
1. Have students call out the colors and objects they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio again and have students tick the correct answers. 
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. Divide the class into Group A and Group B.

T: I say "color/red." 
Group A, you say, "What color is this?" 
Group B, you say, "It's red."
T: I say "color/green."
Group A, you say, "What color is this?" 
Group B, you say, "It's green." OK?

1. Divide the class into groups of four. 
2. Have Student A stand up and face away from the group.
3. Have another student choose an object from the desk and

ask “What color is this?”
4. Have Student A guess and answer the question, e.g. “It’s blue.”
5. Have Student A guess three times and if incorrect, have the

other students answer.   
6. Have students take turns. 

T: color/red.
Group A: What color is this?
Group B: It's red.
T: color/green.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• color/blue.
• color/yellow.

Ask and answer.
6. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
7.  Divide the students into pairs, and have them practice asking and 

answering. 
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD

06

Track 07 
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: What color is this?

Lucy: it’s red.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. Tom: What color is this?

Lucy: it’s blue.
3.  Tom: What color is this?

Lucy:  it’s green.
4. Tom: What color is this?

Lucy: it’s yellow.

Stress: What color is this? It's red.
PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

06

CD1

07

What color is this?
It’s red.

4

2

3

1

What color is this? It’s blue.
No, it isn’t.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

cOLOrS: LESSOn 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

09

CD2

08

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 08 
1. M: pink  
2. M: Gray.   
3. M: Black.  
4. M: Brown.  
5. M: paint/paints. 

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 09 - 10 
Narrator: The children are painting…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Lucy: What color do you want, Tom?

Tom: Oh, gray, please!
Lucy: Here you are.
Tom: Thanks.

Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. Lucy: How about you Nick. What color do you want?

Nick: Me? Black, please.
Lucy: Here you are.
Nick: Thank you.

3. Lucy: and alfie, what color do you want?
alfie: Brown, please!
Mai: Oh, no, alex! (SOuNdS SHOCKed)
ann: aah! Now play in the garden, please. 
(SOuNdS a BiT aNGrY)

Track 11  
M: What color do you want?
W: Brown, please!

What color do you want?
Brown, please!

STrucTurE

Theme 4 cOLOrS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Alfie and the 
children were buying paint.”

2. Now introduce the situation “The children are painting…”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

11

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD2

10

Vocabulary:
pink, gray, black, brown, paint/paints

Structure:
What color do you want?
(Pink), please!

LESSOn 2

paint/paintspink gray black brown

1 2 3 4 5

2

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

2

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

The children are painTing… What 
color 

do you 
want?

Gray, please.

1
2

3
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “read my lips” game. 

CD2

12

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

           What color do you want?

Pink, please!

Track 12  
What color do you want? 
pink, please!

Track 13   
in natural english, “do you” sounds like /dәjә/ or /d  ә/. 
Listen. 
G: What color do you want?
B: What color do you want?
M: What color do you want?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups.
2. Have one student mouth a sentence silently, e.g. “Brown, 

please!".
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat. 
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in 

front of the class. 

Group B, you say, "Brown, please!" 
T: I say, "color/blue."
Group A, you say, "What color do you want?" 
Group B, you say, "Blue, please!" OK?
T: color/brown.
Group A: What color do you want?
Group B: Brown, please.
T: color/blue.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• color/pink.
• color/gray.
• color/black.

Point, ask and answer.
2. Have students point to the picture of the paint and say the color.
3. Divide the students into pairs.
4.  Have Student A point to a picture and ask “What color do you 

want?”, have Student B answer “_____ , please.”
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

Practice.
1. Divide the class into Group A and Group B

T: I say, "color/brown."
Group A, you say, "What color do you want?" 

CD2

13

C

Blue, please!

Brown, please!

....................

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

No.

Yes, that's right!

What color do you want?

Natural English: "...do you…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

13

Pink, please!What color do you want?

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

15

CD2

14

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 14 
1. M: flower. 
2. M: Balloon. 
3. M: rock. 
4. M: Leaf. 
5. M: Butterfly. 

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 15 -16  
Narrator: The children are in the garden…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tom: Look!  There’s a pink flower. 

alfie: Wow, a pink flower!
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle
2. alfie: Hey. Look, Tom! There are many gray rocks.

Tom: Oh, yeah.
3. alfie: Look! There are two red balloons.

Tom: That's right, alfie. The balloons are beautiful.
alfie: Look, it's a blue butterfly. Blue, like me. Ha ha. Oops!
Lucy:  Ha, ha. alfie. it likes you. 
alfie:  Cool!

Track 17  
W: There’s a pink flower in the garden. 
M: There are two red balloons.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

There’s a pink flower in the garden. 
There are two red balloons.

STrucTurE

There’s = There is

Theme 4 cOLOrS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson "The children were 
painting."

2. Now introduce the situation “The children are in the garden…”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

17

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD2

16

flower rock leaf butterflyballoon

1 2 3 4 5

Vocabulary:
flower, balloon, rock, leaf, butterfly 

Structure:
There's a (blue) (balloon).
There are (two) (pink) (flowers).

LESSOn 3

A
l

f
ie

1234556677788989034345434

2

The children are 
in The garden…

Look, there's  
a pink flower!
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Track 19   
in natural english, “There’s a…” sounds like/ðerzә/,  
“There are” sounds like /ðerәr/. 
Listen.
B: There's a pink flower.
G: There's a pink flower.
B: There are two red balloons.
G: There are two red balloons.

cOLOrS: LESSOn 3

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point and say.

Play the “guessing” game.

CD2

18

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

There’s a pink flower.
There are two red balloons.

Track 18  
There’s a pink flower.
There are two red balloons.

3.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A and Group B take 
turns singing the sentences. 

4.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Divide the students into pairs.
2.  Have Student A choose an object and hide it from Student 

B while student B covers his/her eyes.
3.  Have Student A give a clue, e.g. "Book", and Student B guess 

a color and say a statement, e.g. "There's a blue book."
4. Have student B continue guessing until they guess correctly.
5. Swap roles and repeat.

Practice.
1. T: I say, “red/flower.” You say, “There’s a red flower.”

T: I say, “three/yellow/balloons.” You say, “There are three       
yellow balloons.” OK?
T: red/flower
Class: There’s a red flower.
T: three/yellow/balloons
Class: There are three yellow balloons. 

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• gray/rock
• green/leaf
• two/blue/butterflies

Point and say.
2. Have students point to the pictures and say the colors.
3. Divide the students into pairs.
4.  Have students take turn pointing to a picture and saying 

“There’s a ______________.” Or  “There are _______________”
5.  Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in 

front of the class.

CD2

19

C

Natural English: "There's a…" "There are…" 
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

19

There are three yellow flowers. There’s a blue balloon.

2 31

6 7 85

4

Book!

No.

Yes.

There’s a pink book.
There’s a blue book.
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

21

CD2

20

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 

and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One       
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 21 - 22 
Narrator: The children are talking about their favorite colors…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: Wow, Lucy. What’s your favorite color?

Lucy: My favorite color? um, i like purple.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. alfie: and Nick? What’s your favorite color?

Nick: i like orange.
alfie: Orange?
Nick: Yeah.

3. Tom: Let’s look at our picture alfie!
Mai: Wow, nice picture. Hey! We're all blue.
alfie: i like blue. My favorite color is dark blue.
Lucy: Oh alfie! (KidS LauGHiNG)

Track 23  
M: What’s your favorite color?
W: i like purple.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

What’s your favorite color?
I like purple.

STrucTurE

Theme 4 cOLOrS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “The children were 
in the garden.”

2.  Now introduce the situation “The children are talking about 
their favorite colors…”.

3. Have students call out the colors and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

23

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and () the box.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () the box. CD2

22

Track 20 
1. M: White.
2. M: purple.  
3. M: Orange.  
4. M: Light blue.
5. M: dark blue. 

Vocabulary:
white, purple, orange, light blue, dark blue

Structure:
What’s your favorite color?
I like (orange).

LESSOn 4

1

2

32
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What’s your 
favorite color?

I like purple.

The children are Talking abouT Their favoriTe colors…

white purple orange light blue dark blue

1 2 3 4 5
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “Chain” game.

CD2

24

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 24 
What’s your favorite color?
i like purple.

Track 25   
in natural english, “What’s your” sounds like /watsjәr/.  
Listen. 
G: What’s your favorite color?
B: What’s your favorite color?
M: What’s your favorite color?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
group B: sing the answers.  

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Have the students stand up.
2. Student 1 turns to Student 2 and they ask and answer. 
3. Student 2 turns to Student 3 and they ask and answer.
4. Continue until all students have practiced.

Practice.
1. Divide the class into Group A and Group B

T: I say, "favorite color/blue."
Group A, you say, "What's your favorite color?" 
Group B, you say, "I like blue." 
T: I say, "favorite color/purple."
Group A, you say, "What's your favorite color?" 
Group B, you say, "I like purple." OK?

T: favorite color/blue.
Group A: What's your favorite color?
Group B: I like blue. 
T: favorite color/purple. 

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• orange • white  • green
• red  • yellow  

Point, ask and answer.
2. Divide the class into pairs.
3.  Have Student A ask “What's your favorite color?”, have Student B 

point to a color and answer “I like _______.”
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the acitivity in front 

of the class.

CD2

25

C

What’s your favorite color?
I like purple.

Natural English: "What's your…"
How do the sounds change? 

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

25

purple white orange light blue green

dark blue gray pink black brown

I like purple.
What’s your favorite color?

4

9

2

7

5

10

3

8

1

6

What’s your favorite 
color?

What’s your 
favorite color?

I like blue.

I like pink.
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Listen, point and say.

Listen and tick () the box.

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 

1. Introduce the situation: “Vinh and Kim are at the market...”.
2. Have students call out the colors they can see.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
6. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 26 
1. M: Noodle soup/pho.  
2. M: Lychee.        
3. M: Sticky rice.        
4. M: papaya.        
5. M: Coconut.  

and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One       
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard.

Track 28 
M: What’s that purple thing?
W: That’s sticky rice. Try it!

 Useful language
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 27  
Narrator: Vinh and Kim are at the market…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Vinh: This is a Vietnamese market, Kim.

Kim: Hey, what’s that purple thing?
Vinh: That’s sticky rice. Try it!
Kim: Ok.
(SOuNd Of eaTiNG STiCKY riCe)
Kim: uhm, that’s good. 

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. Kim:  What’s that orange thing?

Vinh: That’s a papaya. Try it.
Kim: Hmm. Ok.
(SOuNd Of BiTiNG iNTO papaYa)
Kim: Wow, that’s great!

3. Kim: What’s that?
Vinh: The white thing?
Kim: Yes.
Vinh: ah, that’s noodle soup. Try it. 
Kim: Yes, please.
(SOuNd Of SLurpiNG NOOdLeS)
Kim: uhm, that’s good.
Vinh: Well done for trying new things.
Kim: Thanks. They're all so yummy.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

CD2

26

CD2

27

CD2

28

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 4 cOLOrS Value - Try new things

Useful language:
noodle soup/pho, lychee, sticky 
rice, papaya, coconut
What’s that (green) thing?
That’s a (coconut). Try it! 

LESSOn 5

 noodle soup/ 
pho

lychee sticky rice papaya coconut

3 51 2 4

MARKET

What’s that purple thing?
That’s sticky 
rice. Try it!

vinh and kim are aT The markeT…

Thanks

What’s that purple thing?
That’s sticky rice. Try it!

uSEfuL LAnGuAGE
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Look at                                   and write the words.

read and circle the correct words.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students look and circle the correct words.
5. Check answers as a whole class.

Practice. 
1. T: I say, “orange.” You say, “What's that orange thing?"

T: I say, “yellow.” You say, “What's that yellow thing?” OK?
T: orange
Class: What's that orange thing?
T: yellow
Class: What's that yellow thing

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• orange • yellow
• purple • red
• green

2. Divide the class into group A and group B
T: I say “orange/papaya".   
Group A, you say, “What's that orange thing?” 
Group B, you say, “That's a papaya. Try it.”
T: I say “white/noodle soup".
Group A, you say, “What's that white thing?” 

1. Demonstrate the activity by using the example. 
2.  Have students look at the pictures in "Speaking" and  

complete the sentences.
3.  Check answers as a whole class.

Group B, you say, “That's a noodle soup. Try it.” OK?
T: orange/papaya
Group A: What's that orange thing? 
Group B: That's a papaya. Try it.
T: white/noodle soup

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• orange/papaya • purple/sticky rice 
• red/lychee  • green/coconut

Point, ask and answer.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Divide the students into pairs.
5.  Have student A point to a picture and ask “What's that _______

thing?” and student B answer  “That's a ________. Try it.”
6. Swap roles and repeat.
7. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

SPEAKINg

SPEAKINgWrITINg

rEADINg

Kim: What’s that green thing?
Vinh: That’s a (1) coconut/sticky rice. Try it, Kim.
Kim: OK. Mmm. What's that orange thing, Vinh?
Vinh: That's a (2) lychee/papaya.
Kim: What’s that red thing?
Vinh: That’s (3) noodle soup/a lychee.
Kim: Vinh, look! What’s that purple thing?
Vinh: That’s (4) sticky rice/papaya. It’s good! 

Try new things

 noodle soup/ 
pho

lychee sticky ricepapaya coconut

What’s that red thing? That’s a lychee. Try it!

1.“What’s that orange thing?”
   “That’s a papaya. Try it!”

2.“What's that green thing?”

   “That's a __________________________________________________!”

3.“What's that purple thing?”

   “That's __________________________________________________!”

4.“What's that red thing?”

   “That's a __________________________________________________!”
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Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

Look and read. Put a tick () or a cross () in the box.

Listen and draw lines.

1.  Play example audio and demonstrate drawing a line from 
the color to the objects. 

2. Play audio and have students listen and draw lines.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Have students look at the pictures, read the statements and 

put a tick in the box if the statement is true or a cross in the 
box if the statement is false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students give a new true statement for 

each of the false statements.

CD2

29

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 4 cOLOrS

Track 29  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

M: Can you see the chair?
W: Yes, i can. it’s green.

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.
1. M: Can you see the desk?

W: The desk?
M: Yes, the orange desk.
W: ah, i see it now.

2. M: Can you see the bag?
W: Yes, i can.
M: What color is it?
W: it’s red.

3. M: Can you see the door?
W: The door?
M: Yes. That blue door.
W: i like blue.

4. M: Can you see the picture?
W: Yes, i can. it’s pink. 

Narrator: Now listen again.

Mai's bedroom

I have a yellow bag.

There’s a blue butterfly.

I have a brown pencil case.

There are two yellow flowers.

I have an orange book.

1

2

3

4

Example
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Turn to page 102. Listen. Sing along.

Play the “Connect three” game.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page102.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Divide the class in groups of 4. Divide the groups into pairs.
Have each pair use a different color pen.

2. Have students play rock, paper, and scissors. The winners will
go first.

3. Student A from the first team points to space on the board
where they wish to put a mark and asks the related question. 
Student B answers. If correct, then that team can put a mark on 
the space. If incorrect, the next team takes their turn.

4. The winners are the team that can get three of their own marks
in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
Note: Swap students roles after each turn. 

CD2

30SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

• I can ask and answer about colors.
• I can say what color something is.
• I can talk about my favorite color.
• I can ask and answer about the color of food.

We win!

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

What color 
is this?

What color do
 you want?

It’s (brown).

(Purple), 
please.

There’s a 
(blue butterfly).

What’s your 
favorite color?

I like 
(green).

There are 
(three white 

flowers).
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Theme 5

TOYS: LESSOn 1

TOYS

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 31 
1. M: doll. 
2. M: Kite.  
3. M: Ball.  
4. M: robot.  
5. M: Big.  
6. M: Small.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Demonstrate the game. Arrange the 
flashcards on the board and write a number under each card.

5. Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten.
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the
students are not looking.

6. Call out a number and have students take turns to guess
the facing down card. Turn the card over after each guess.

Track 32 - 33 
Narrator: The children are outside the toy shop...
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: Wow, there are so many toys! 

Ben: i can’t see.
What can you see?
Tom: i can see a big kite.
Ben: Oh, cool.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Ben: What can you see, Tom?

Tom: Oh Ben, i can see a small doll.
3. Ben: What can you see, alfie?

alfie: i can see a ball.
Ben: a big ball?
alfie: No, a small ball.
Ben: Oh… (SOuNdS diSappOiNTed)
alfie: i’ll help you Ben. Click! (SOuNd Of JeT paCK)
Ben: Yay, alfie. i can see it now! (SOuNdS eXCiTed)

Track 34 
B: What can you see?
G: i can see a big robot. 
G: What can you see?
B: i can see a small ball. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

What can you see?   I can see a big robot.
What can you see?   I can see a small ball.

STrucTurE

CD2

31

CD2

32

1. Now introduce the situation “The children are outside the toy shop…”
2. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

34

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD2

33

Vocabulary:
doll, kite, ball, robot, big, small

Structure:
What can you see?
I can see a (big) (ball).

LESSOn 1

doll kite ball robot

1 2 3 4

big small

5 6

1

Alfie

1234556677788989034345434

Click!

Closed

The children are ouTside The Toy shop...

What can 
you see?

I can see 
a big kite.

YAY!



57TOYS: LESSOn 1

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “guess the word” game.

C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.   Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 35  
What can you see?
i can see a big doll.

Track 36   
in natural english, “i can” sounds like /a  kәn/. 
Listen. 
G: i can see a big robot.
B: i can see a big robot.
M: i can see a big robot.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and tick () the box.
1. Have students call out the objects they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3.  Play audio again and have students tick () the correct 

answers. 
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. T: I say, "big ball." You say, "I can see a big ball."

T: I say, "small robot." You say, "I can see a small robot." OK?
T: big ball
Class: I can see a big ball.
T: small robot
Class: I can see a small robot.

1. Divide the class into two groups.
2.  Write a sentence from the lesson on the board with several 

words missing, e.g. “I ____ ____ a _____ ball.”  
3. Have each team take turns guessing a word.
4. Add the missing word to the sentence if correctly guessed.
5.  Any team that can guess the whole sentence raise their 

hands and say it. 

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• big kite
• small doll

Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

Track 37  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a big ball. 
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example.  
Now listen and tick the box.
2. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a small robot.
3. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a big kite.
4. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a big balloon.
5. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a small flower.
6. B: What can you see?

G: i can see a small ball.

CD2

35

CD2

36

CD1

37

What can you see?
I can see a big doll.

Natural English: "I can..." 
How do the sounds change? 

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

36

3

6

1

42

5

A
l
f
ie
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What can you see?
I can see a big ball.

I ___ ___ a ___ ball.
I can see a small ball.

A
l�e

1234556677788989034345434

small
see



58 TOYS: LESSOn 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 

Track 38 
1. M: Bike.  
2. M: Monster.  
3. M: Boat.  
4. M: Car.  
5. M: Train.  

and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 39  - 40 
Narrator: The children are playing a game in the living room...
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Lucy: Let’s play.

(fuNNY VOiCe – WHeeerreee areeee YOu?)
Oops. What’s this?
Tom: it’s Ben’s robot. 

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. (SOuNd Of LuCY KiCKiNG SOMeTHiNG)

Lucy: and… What’s this?
Ben: it’s alfie’s new train.

3. Lucy: Ouch. What’s this again? (HurTiNG VOiCe)
alfie: it’s Tom’s car. 
Lucy: ahhh! What’s this? 
(SCreaMiNG)
Lucy: Help me, help me!
Tom (LauGHiNG): Lucy, it’s just alfie’s tail.

Track 41  
B: What’s this?
G: it's Tom's car. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

What’s this?
It’s Tom’s car.

STrucTurE

CD2

38

CD2

39

Theme 5 TOYS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “The children were 
outside a toy shop.”

2.  Now introduce the situation “The children are playing a game in 
the living room..."

3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure. CD2

41

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD2

40

bike

1

monster

2

boat

3

car

4

train

5

Vocabulary:
bike, monster, boat, car, train

Structure:
What’s this?
It’s (Ben)'s (train).

LESSOn 2

3

A
l�e

1234556677788989034345434

2

2

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434 2

2

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

1 2

Al�e

1234556677788989034345434

1

222

The children are playing a game 
in The living room...

What's this? 
What's this? 

It's Ben's robot.

What's this? 
AHHHHH!!!



59TOYS: LESSOn 2

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “guessing” game.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 42  
What’s this?
it’s Tom‘s bike.

Track 43  
G: it's Tom's bike. 
B: it's Tom's bike. 
M: it's Tom's bike. 

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Divide the students into groups of four.
2.  Have Student A cover their eyes while one other student 

puts one of their own objects in the middle of the desk.
3. Have one student point to the object and ask "What's this?"
4. Have Student A guess whose object it is.
5. Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. T: I say, "Ben/robot". You say, "It's Ben's robot."

T: I say, "Tom/car". You say, "It's Tom's car." OK?
T: Ben/robot
Class: It's Ben's robot.
T: Tom/car 
Class: It's Tom's car.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Jill/bike
• Alfie/train
• Lucy/monster

Point, ask and answer.
2. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Divide the students into pairs. 
5.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
6. Swap roles and repeat.
7. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

Don’t forget the 's' sound.
"It's Tom's bike."

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

43

CD2

42

CD2

43

C

What’s this?
It’s Tom‘s bike.

A
l

f
ie
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What’s this?
It's Kim's eraser.

It's Tom's eraser.

No.

Yes.

2

4

3

5

What’s this?
It’s Ben's robot.

Al�e
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2

1

Ben

Tom

Alfie

Jill

Lucy



60 TOYS: LESSOn 3

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 44 
1. M: plane.   
2. M: Helicopter.  
3. M: Truck.   
4. M: radio.   
5. M: Teddy bear.  
6. M: Box.   

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

6.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

7.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 45 - 46  
Narrator: The children are playing...
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: OK, Tom. Where’s the plane?

Tom: uhh? (SOuNd Of TOM MOViNG THiNGS arOuNd) 
it’s in the box.   
alfie: Great. Next!

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. alfie: Now where’s the radio? (SOuNd Of CHiLdreN

MOViNG THiNGS)
Lucy: i know! it’s in the bag. 
alfie: Yeah, you’re right, Lucy. 

3. Lucy: Now. Where’s my teddy bear, alfie? 
alfie: (GiGGLiNG)          
Lucy: Come on, where is it?
alfie: it’s on the car.
(SOuNd Of a Car STarTiNG – BrOOM BrOOM)
Lucy: Oh no. dad! dad! 
Lucy: alfie!!!

Track 47  
M: Where’s the plane?
W: it’s in the box. 
M: The plane is in the box. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Where’s = Where is
It’s = It is

Where’s the plane?
It’s in the box.
The plane is in the box.

STrucTurE

CD2

44

CD2

45

Theme 5 TOYS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “The children were 
playing a game in the living room."

2. Now introduce the situation “The children are playing…”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD2

46

CD2

47

Vocabulary:
plane, helicopter, truck, radio, teddy bear, box

Structure:
Where‘s the (plane)?
It’s in the box./The (plane) is in the box.
It’s on the table./The (plane) is on the table.

LESSOn 3

radioplane helicopter truck teddy bear box

1 2 3 4 5 6

M M M M M M  M

M M M M M M  M

?

The children are playing...

M M M M M M  M

M M M M M M  M1

Where’s the plane? 
It’s in 

the box.

?

?
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Track 49   
in natural english, “it’s in the” sounds like /ts  nðә/.  
“it’s on the” sounds like /ts  nðә/. 
Listen.
G: it’s in the box.
B: it’s in the box.
G: it's on the desk.
B: it's on the desk.

TOYS: LESSOn 3

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “read my lips” game.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 48  
Where’s the plane?
it’s in the box.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. T: I say, "teddy bear." You say, "Where's the teddy bear?"

T: I say, "plane." You say, "Where's the plane." OK?
T: teddy bear
Class: Where's the teddy bear?
T: plane
Class: Where's the plane?

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• helicopter
• truck
• radio

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups. 
2.  Have one student mouth a sentence silently, e.g. “The ball is 

in the toy box”.
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

2. Divide the class into Group A and Group B
T: I say, "teddy bear/in the box". 
Group A, you say, "Where's the teddy bear?" 
Group B, you say, "It's in the box.”
T: I say, "plane/on the table".  
Group A, you say, "Where's the plane?"  
Group B, you say, "It's on the table". OK?
T: teddy bear/in the box
Group A: Where's the teddy bear? 
Group B: It's in the box.
T: plane/on the table

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• fan/on the table • kite/in the bag
• ball/on the table • robot/in the bag
• ruler/in the cupboard

Point, ask and answer.
3.  Have students look at the pictures and call out the objects they 

can see.
4. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
5. Divide the students into pairs. 
6.  Have Student A point and ask, have Student B answer. 
7. Swap roles and repeat.
8. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD2

48

CD2

49

C

Where’s the plane?
It’s in the box.

It’s in the cupboard.
Where’s the book?

M M M M M M  M

M M M M M M  M

Natural English: "It's in the…" "It's on the..."
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

49

A
l�
e
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The ball is in the box.

Oh, I know!
The doll is in the box.

No, Alfie.

Yes, that's right!

........



62 TOYS: LESSOn 4

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 50 
1. M: Soccer ball.  
2. M: football.   
3. M: Baseball.   
4. M: Basketball.  
5. M: photo.   

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of the 
class.

Track 51 - 52  
Narrator: it’s time to clean up…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. ann: Oh, Tom. put the basketball in the box.

Tom: OK, Mom. (SOuNd Of BaSKeTBaLL BOuNCiNG 
iN THe BOX)

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. ann: Tom, put the baseball in the bag. 

Tom: Yes, Mom. (SOuNd Of TOM puTTiNG THe 
BaSeBaLL iNSide THe BaG)

3. ann: Go outside and play, kids.
(SOuNd Of KidS ruNNiNG OuTSide)
Tom: OK, alfie. Now, put the soccer ball in the net.
(WHip….)
alfie: Yay!
all kids: Yay, alfie. You did it! (appLauSeS SOuNd)
Lucy: Let’s take a photo. (CLiCK SOuNd)

Track 53  
W: put the basketball in the box.
W: put the photo on the desk.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Put the basketball in the box.
Put the photo on the desk.

STrucTurE

CD1

20

CD2

51

Theme 5 TOYS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “The children 
were playing.”

2. Now introduce the situation “It’s time to clean up…”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () the box. CD2

52

CD2

53

Vocabulary:
soccer ball, football, baseball, 
basketball, photo

Structure:
Put the (football) in the box.
Put the (photo) on the table.

LESSOn 4

soccer ball football baseball basketball photo

1 2 3 4 5

7

2

7

YAY!

Put the 
basketball 
in the box. 

iT’s Time To clean up…

OK, Mom.



63TOYS: LESSOn 4

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point and say.

Play the “Teacher says” game.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 54  
put the soccer ball in the box.
put the football on the desk.

Track 55  
G: put the pen in the pencil case. 
B: put the pen in the pencil case.
M: put the pen in the pencil case.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Have the class stand up. 
2. Play the role of “Teacher”, and give commands to the class. 
3. Start some commands with the phrase “Teacher says…”
4.  If the command starts with “Teacher says” students do the 

action.
5.  If the command does not start with “Teacher says” students 

do not do the action.
6. Have students take turns to be “Teacher”.

Practice.
1. T: I say, “basketball/on the desk.” You say, “Put the basketball

on the desk.”
T: I say, “soccer ball/in the box.” You say, “Put the soccer ball
in the box.” OK?
T: basketball/on the desk
Class: Put the basketball on the desk.
T: soccer ball/in the box
Class: Put the soccer ball in the box.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• baseball/in the cupboard
• ruler/on the desk
• boat/in the bag
• doll/in the box

Point and say.
2. Divide students into pairs. 
3. Have Student A point and say, e.g. “Put the baseball on the

desk.”
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in 

front of the class.

CD2
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CD2

55

C

Put the soccer ball in the box.
Put the football on the desk.

Put the baseball on the desk.
Put the soccer ball in the cupboard.

7

photo

table

basketball

bag

football

chair

baseball

Put the ...

in/on the...

desk

soccer ball

cupboard

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

Teacher says: "Put the book 
on the desk." "Put the pen on the desk."

Focus on the /p/ sound (not /b/). 
"Put the..."

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

55



64 TOYS: LESSOn 5

Listen, point and say.

Listen and circle.

1. Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2. Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point
to the pictures in their books.

1.  Have students look at the pictures and call out the objects 
they can see.

2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
5. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 56 
1. M: House.
2. M: Bedroom.
3. M: Living room.
4. M: Kitchen.
5. M: Bathroom.
 

3. Change the order of the flashcards, point to them 
individually and have students say the words, correct 
pronunciation when needed. 

4. Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads up. 
What’s missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board and        
remove one card when students are not looking. One       
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

 Useful language box
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 57  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. B: Hi, my name’s Vinh. i live in a big house. 

B: There are five rooms in my house.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now you listen and circle.
2. There is one big living room and two small bedrooms. 
3. There are six cars in my bedroom. i like cars.
4. There are three dolls in the living room. My cousin likes dolls.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

CD2

56

CD2

57

CD2

58

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 5 TOYS Rooms in a house

Useful language:
There’s (one big living room) and (two bedrooms).
There are (three robots) in (the living room).

LESSOn 5

bathroomliving room kitchenbedroomhouse

1 2 3 4 5

1. There are           rooms in the house.    
2. There's one big living room and           bed rooms. 
3. There are           cars in the bedroom.  
4. There are          dolls in the living room.   

five/six 
two/three
two/six
three/four 

Track 58  
B: There is one big living room and three big bedrooms.
B: There are four balls in the living room

There's one big living room and three big bedrooms.
There are four balls in the living room.

uSEfuL LAnGuAGE



65TOYS: LESSOn 5

Write about your house.

read and circle "True" or "False".

Talk to your friend. Point and say.

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students read the questions and circle “True” or “False”.
5. Check answers as a whole class.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Divide the class into pairs.
3. Have student A say a statement about the picture.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in 

front of the class.

1. Demonstrate the activity.
2. Have students write four sentences about their house.
3. Afterwards, have some students read their sentences in

front of the class.

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

Nam's house

1. There are four rooms in Nam's house.  True  False

2. There are three bedrooms.  True  False

3. Nam’s bedroom is small.   True  False 

4. There are three balls in the bedroom.  True  False

There are five rooms in my house. There’s one kitchen and 
one big  living room. There’s a small bathroom. There are 
two bedrooms. My bedroom is small. There are a lot of 
toys in my house. There are five toy cars in the living room. 
There’s a big ball in the kitchen. There are three robots in my 
bedroom. There’s one yellow kite in my bedroom, too.

There are six robots 
in the bedroom.

1.     There are _____________________ rooms in my house.

2.     There  __________________________________ kitchen.

3.     There _______________________________ living room.

4.     There _________________________________________.



66 TOYS: LESSOn 6

Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

Look and read. Write YES or No.

Listen and draw lines.

1.  Have students look at the picture and call out the things 
they can see.

2.  Play example audio and demonstrate the activity.
3.  Play audio and have students draw lines .
4.  Play audio again.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Have students look at the picture, demonstrate writing Yes 
or No using the example.

2.  Have students look at the picture and read the statements, 
then write Yes or No depending on whether the statement 
is true or false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students look at the picture and say new 

true statements for each of the false statements.

Track 59  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

M: Where’s the radio?
W: it’s on the desk.
M: ah, the radio is on the desk.

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.
1. M: Where’s the car?

W: The car is in the bag.
M: Yes, i can see it in the bag.

2. W: Where's the helicopter?
M: Oh, the helicopter? it’s in the toy box.
W: Ok, the helicopter is in the toy box.

3. W: Where’s the doll?
M: The doll is on the chair.
W: On the chair?
M: Yes, that’s right.

4. M: Where’s the robot?
W: it’s in the cupboard.
M: Where?
W: in the cupboard.
M: ah, thank you.

Narrator: Now listen again.

Example: The robot is on the desk. _______________________

1. The train is on the chair.  _______________________

2. The truck is on the floor.  _______________________

3. The big ball is in the box.   _______________________

4. The boat is on the floor.  _______________________

Yes

CD2

59

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 5 TOYS
M M M M M M  M

M M M M M M  M

Example

M

M

M

M

M

M

 M

M

M

M

M

M

M

 M



67TOYS: LESSOn 6

Turn to page 103. Listen. Sing along.

Play the “Tic, tac, toe” game.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page103.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Demonstrate playing the game.
2.  Divide the class into groups of four, two students in  

each team.
3.  Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning  

team chooses a square and asks and answers. 
4. Have teams take turns.
5.  Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished.  

("Rock, paper, scissors" is played each turn.)
6.  Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as  

a whole class.

Go through "I can" statements with students, have them color 
the stars to represent their understanding.
• I can talk about how big or small something is.
• I can ask and answer about people's things.
• I can follow instructions about where to put things. 
• I can count toys and talk about rooms in a house.

CD2

60SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

• I can talk about how big or small something is.
• I can ask and answer about people's things.
• I can follow instructions about where to put things. 
• I can count toys and talk about rooms in a house.

It's my (helicopter).

It's (in) (the box).

What's this?

Where's the (plane)? OK! Our turn.

M M M M M M  M

M M M M M M  M

Pair 1 Pair 2
vs.

We win!



68

Theme 6

fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 1

fOOD AnD DrInK

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

62

CD2

61

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 61 
1. M: rice.  
2. M: eggs.  
3. M: Chicken.  
4. M: Cereal.  
5. M: fish.  
6. M: Bread.  

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 62 - 63  
Narrator: it’s breakfast time in the Browns' kitchen…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Ben: Yay!!! it’s the weekend. 

ann: What do you want to eat, Ben? 
Ben: May i have cereal, Mom?
ann: Ok. Cereal for you Ben.

Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. ann: How about you boys?  What do you want to eat? 

Tom: May i have eggs? 
ann: and you alfie?
alfie: umm. May i have eggs too Mrs. Brown?
ann: Here are your eggs. 
Tom: Thanks!

3. ann: What do you want to eat, Sam?
Sam: No. What do you want to eat, ann?  i’ll cook for you. 
ann: umm. May i have fish?           
Sam: Ok! fish for Mrs. Brown.
ann: Thanks! (SOuNd Of aNN LeaViNG THe rOOM)
Sam: finished. Woo hoo!
Tom: Let’s play football. See you in the garden daddy.
Sam: OK.
(a feW MOMeNTS LaTer, aNN CaMe BaCK TO 
THe KiTCHeN.)
ann: Oh, no! Sammm!
(SOuNd Of KidS pLaYiNG OuTSide)

Track 64  
M: What do you want to eat?
W: May i have eggs?

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

What do you want to eat? 
May I have eggs?

STrucTurE

1. Now introduce the situation “It's breakfast time in the Browns' house…”
2. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD2

63

CD2

64

cerealrice eggs chicken fish bread

1 2 3 4 5 6

Vocabulary:
rice, eggs, chicken, cereal, fish, bread

Structure:
What do you want to eat?
May I have (rice)?

LESSOn 1

2

2

What do you 
want to eat ?

What do you 
want to eat ?

A
l
f
ie

1234556677788989034345434

1

2

3

iT’s breakfasT Time in 
The browns' kiTchen…

What do you 
want to eat, Ben? 

May I have cereal?

What do you want 
to eat?



69fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 1

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “guess who” game.

CD2

65C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 65 
What do you want to eat?
May i have rice?

Track 66   
in natural english, “What do you” sounds like /w   dәja/. 
Listen. 
B: What do you want to eat?
G: What do you want to eat?
M: What do you want to eat?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the response. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and tick () the box.
1. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Play audio again and have students tick the correct answers. 
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. T: I say, "eggs." You say "May I have eggs?" 

T: I say, "cereal." You say "May I have cereal?" OK?
T: eggs
Class: May I have eggs?

1. Have one student face away from the class. 
2. Have another student say a sentence, e.g. “May I have rice?.”
3.  Have the student facing the board turn around and guess 

who said the sentence.
4. Choose another student to take a turn.

T: cereal
Class: May I have cereal?

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• rice  • chicken
• fish  • bread 

Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

CD2
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CD2

67
Track 67  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: What do you want to eat?

Tom: May i have cereal?
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and  tick the box.
2. alfie: What do you want to eat?

Tom: May i have fish?
3. alfie: What do you want to eat?

Tom: May i have chicken?
4. alfie: What do you want to eat?

Tom: May i have rice?

What do you want to eat?
May I have rice?

Natural English: "What do you…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

66

What do you want to eat? May I have cereal? 

4

2

3

1

May I have rice?
Mai?

What do you want to eat?

That’s right.



70 fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 2

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 

Track 68 
1. M: Yogurt.  
2. M: Banana.  
3. M: Cupcake.   
4. M: Sandwich.  
5. M: Cookie.  

and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 69 - 70  
Narrator: The children are hungry after football…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. (SOuNd Of ruNNiNG aNd OpeNiNG a dOOr.)

Lucy: Mom, can i eat a cookie? (SOuNd Of OpeNiNG 
a fridGe) 
ann: Yes, you can. 
Lucy: Oh, OK. Thanks Mom. 

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. Tom: Mom, can i eat a sandwich?

ann: Mmm. a sandwich? Yes, you can, Tom.
Tom: (SOuNd Of OpeNiNG a fridGe) Thanks Mom.

3.  alfie: How about me, Mrs. Brown? Can i eat a yogurt?
ann: Yes, you can, alfie.
alfie: Great! Thanks, Mrs. Brown. (SOuNd Of SaM 
COMiNG HOMe)
ann: Sam! There’s a cupcake in the kitchen for you.
Sam: Great! What? uh! Where’s the cupcake?

71  
M: Can i eat a cookie?
W: Yes, you can.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

CD2
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CD2

69

Can I eat a cookie?
Yes, you can.

STrucTurE

Theme 6 fOOD AnD DrInK

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “It was breakfast time at the 
Browns' house.”

2. Now introduce the situation “The children are hungry after football…”
3. Have students call out the food and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and ead.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () the box. CD2

70

CD2

71

yogurt banana cupcake sandwich cookie

2 3 4 51

Vocabulary:
yogurt, banana, cupcake, sandwich, cookie

Structure:
Can I eat a (banana)?
Yes, you can.

LESSOn 2

2
For Daddy

For Daddy

A
l
f
ie
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2

For D
addy

???

The children are  
hungry afTer fooTball…

Can I eat a cookie?

Yes, you can.
1

2

3



71fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 2

Listen. Sing along.

Listen and circle. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “Tic, tac, toe” game.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the 

focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the  

pronunciation feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 72  
Can i eat a yogurt?
Yes, you can.

Track 73  
in natural english, “Can i” sounds like /kәna   /. 
Listen. 
B: Can i eat a cookie?
G: Can i eat a cookie?
M: Can i eat a cookie?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and circle.
1. Have students call out the objects they can see. 
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Play audio and have students listen and circle. 
4. Check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
5. Divide the class into group A and group B

T: I say, “cookie". 
Group A, you say, “Can I eat a cookie?” 
Group B, you say, “Yes, you can.” OK?
T: I say, “cupcake".
Group A, you say,  “Can I eat a cupcake?’” 
Group B, you say, "Yes, you can.”
T: cookie

1. Divide the class into groups of four, two students in 
each team.

2. Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning team
chooses a square and asks and answers. 

3. Have the teams take turns.
4. Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished. 
5. Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a

whole class.

Group A: Can I eat a cookie?
Group B: Yes, you can.
T: cupcake

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• banana.
• sandwich.
• yogurt.

Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

Track 74  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. G: Mom. Can i eat a banana?

W: Yes, you can.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. G: i’m hungry. Can i eat a yogurt?

W: Yes, you can.
3. G: Mommy. Can i eat a cupcake?

W: Sure. Yes, you can.
4. G: i’m really hungry. Can i eat a sandwich?

W: Yes, you can.

CD2
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74

C

Can I eat a yogurt?
Yes, you can.

Natural English: "Can I…"
How do the sounds change? 

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

73

4

2

3

1

Can I eat a banana?

Yes, you can.

Can I eat a banana?

Yes, you can.

We win!



72 fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 3

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards  along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 75 
1. M: peas.   
2. M: potatoes.  
3. M: Meat.   
4. M: Spaghetti.  
5. M: Beans.  
6. M: Sausages.   

4.  Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 76 - 77  
Narrator:  it’s dinner time and Mr. Brown is hungry…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. ann: it’s dinner time. (CaLLiNG) 

Sam: umm… i’m hungry. Can i have some sausages and eggs, please?
ann: Yes, here you are.
Sam: Thanks.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Sam: Mmm, beans and meat. Can i have some beans and

meat, please?
ann: Yes, here you are. (SOuNdS SurpriSed)
Sam: Thanks. (SOuNdS Of eaTiNG)

3. Lucy: Mom... Can i have some meat and spaghetti, please?
ann: Yes, here you are.
Lucy: Thanks. Mmm, yummy. (SOuNdS Of KNiVeS, 
fOrKS aNd eaTiNG)
Sam: Oh. Can i have some meat and spaghetti? 
Lucy: dad! (SOuNdS SurpriSed)
(SOuNd Of SaM eaTiNG)
ann: Oh, Sam… (LauGHiNG)

Track 78  
M: Can i have some peas  
and potatoes, please?
W: Yes, here you are. 
M: Thank you.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Can I have some peas and potatoes, please? 
Yes, here you are.
Thank you.

STrucTurE

CD2

75

CD2

76

Theme 6 fOOD AnD DrInK

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson  “The children were 
hungry after football.”

2.  Now introduce the situation “It’s dinner time and Mr. Brown 
is hungry…”

3. Have students call out the food and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD2

77

CD2

78

sausagesbeanspeas potatoes spaghettimeat

1 2 3 4 5 6

Vocabulary:
peas, potatoes, meat, spaghetti, beans, 
sausages 

Structure:
Can I have some (meat) and (beans), please? 
Yes, here you are.
Thank you.

LESSOn 3

2

2

?

? ?

1

iT’s dinner Time and  
mr brown is hungry!…

Can I have some sausages 
and eggs, please?

Yes, here
you are.



73fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 3

Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “read my lips” game.

CD2

79

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 80 
in natural english, “Can i have” sounds like / kәna  æv/. 
Listen. 
B: Can i have some sausages and eggs, please?
G: Can i have some sausages and eggs, please?
M: Can i have some sausages and eggs, please?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1.Divide class into two groups.   

T: I say, “sausages/potatoes.” You say, “Can I have some 
sausages and potatoes, please?”
T: I say, “peas/beans.” You say, “Can I have some peas 
and beans, please?” OK?
T: sausages/potatoes
Class: Can I have some sausages and potatoes, please?
T: peas/beans
Class: Can I have some peas and beans, please?

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• peas/potatoes
• beans/meat
• spaghetti/meat

Ask and answer.
6. Divide the students into pairs. 
7.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
8. Swap roles and repeat.
9. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups. 
2.  Have one student mouth silently a sentence e.g. “Can I have 

some potatoes, please?”
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat.

CD2

80

Track 79  
Can i have some peas and potatoes, please?
Yes, here you are.

C

Can I have some peas and potatoes, please?

Yes, here you are.

Natural English: "Can I have…" 
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

80

sausages beans

peas

potatoes

spaghetti

meat

Can I have some potatoes  
and sausages, please?

Yes, here you are.

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

rice chicken

Can I have some bread 
and eggs, please?

....................

A
l�
e
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Can I have some chicken and rice, please?

No, Alfie.

Yes, that's right!



74 fOOD AnD DrInK: LESSOn 4

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD2

82

CD2

81

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along with 
the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation when 
needed. 

Track 81 
1. M: pizza.   
2. M: Chocolate.  
3. M: ice cream.   
4. M: Cake.   
5. M: fries.   
6. M: Juice.   

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

6.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

7.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess 
the face down card. Turn the card over after each guess. 

Track 82 - 83  
Narrator: The Browns are having a garden party…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Sam: This is good pizza. (eaTiNG SOuNdS). Would you like

some pizza ann? 
ann: No, thank you. 
Sam: But this pizza is really good, ann. 
ann: No, thanks Sam.

Narrator: Can you see the cross? This is an example. 
Now listen and put a tick or a cross in the box.
2. Sam: Wow. This cake is great! (eaTiNG SOuNdS). Would you 

like some cake, Lucy?
Lucy: No, thank you, dad. 
Sam: Ok.

3. Sam: Would you like some fries Tom? (eaTiNG SOuNdS)
Tom: Yes, please! (eaTiNG SOuNdS) Mmm. These fries are 
so good.
Sam: Mmm. This ice cream is yummy. (eaTiNG SOuNdS) 
(SMaLL pauSe)
Sam: ahhhh!
alfie: are you OK Mr. Brown?
Sam: ugh! i don’t feel good. Ouch!

Track 84  
M: Would you like some fries?
W: Yes, please.
M: Would you like some cake?
W: No, thank you.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Would you like some fries?  Yes, please.
Would you like some cake? No, thank you.

STrucTurE

Theme 6 fOOD AnD DrInK

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “It was dinner 
time and Mr. Brown was hungry”

2.  Now introduce the situation “The Browns are having a 
garden party…”

3. Have students call out the food and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick or cross.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () or (). CD2

83

CD2

84

cake pizza chocolate ice cream fries juice

1 2 3 4 5 6

Vocabulary:
pizza, chocolate, ice cream, cake, 
fries, juice

Structure:
Would you like some (cake)?
Yes, please./No, thank you.

LESSOn 4

A
l�

e
1234556677788989034345434

2

2

The browns are having a garden parTy…

Would you like 
some pizza?
No, thank you.
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “Would you like...” game.

CD2

85

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 85   
Would you like some pizza?
Yes, please.

Track 86 
in natural english, “Would you” sounds like /w   d   ә/. 
Listen. 
B: Would you like some pizza?
G: Would you like some pizza?
M: Would you like some pizza?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. Divide the class into group A and group B

T: I say, "fries/no".
Group A, you say "Would you like some fries?" 

1. Divide the class into pairs. 
2.  Have students take turns to point to one of the pictures 

and ask and answer using the structure “Would you like 
some_____? “Yes, please. /No, thank you”. 

3.  Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the game in front 
of the class.

Group B,  you say, "No, thank you."
T: I say, "ice cream/yes".
Group A, you say, "Would you like some ice cream?"  
Group B, you say, "Yes, please."
T: fries/no
Group A: Would you like some fries?
Group B: No, thank you.
T: ice cream/yes

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• pizza/yes 
• chocolate/no
• cake/yes 
• juice/no 

Point, ask and answer.
2. Divide the students into pairs. 
3.  Have Student A point and ask and Student B answer.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD2

86

C

Would you like some pizza?

Yes, please.

Natural English: "Would you…"
How do the sounds change?  

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD2

86

Would you like some cake? Yes, please.

No, thank you.

4

2

3

1

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

Would you like some cake?

Yes, please.
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Listen, point and say.

Listen and put a tick () or a cross () in the box.

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them 

1.  Now introduce the situation “Everyone is eating out…”
2. Have students call out the food and drink they can see.
3. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
4.  Play audio and have students listen and put a tick or cross 

in the box.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
6. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 87 
1. M: Share.   
2. M: fish balls.    
3. M: pancake.   
4. M: Smoothie.  
5. M: Soya milk.  

     individually and have students say the words, correct 
     pronunciation when needed. 
4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 

up. What's missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard.

Track 89  
M: Have some pancake!
B: Thank you. 
M: You’re welcome.
M: Have some soya milk!
B: No, thank you.

 Useful language 
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 88  
Narrator: everyone is eating out…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. (SOuNd Of THe VeHiCLeS aNd COOKiNG)

(SOuNd Of GLaSS BrOKeN)
(SOuNd Of drOppiNG a GLaSS Of SOYa MiLK)
Kim: Oh, no! My soya milk! (SOuNdS Sad)
Vinh: Oh, Kim. Have some soya milk!
Kim: OK, thank you.
(SOuNd Of driNKiNG)
Vinh: You’re welcome. 

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and put a tick or a cross in the box.
2. Vinh: Have some fish balls, Kim!

Kim: Oh, thank you. i love fish balls. 
Vinh: You’re welcome. (SOuNd Of eaTiNG) 

3. phong: Have some pancake, Nam!
Nam: Thank you very much. (SOuNd Of eaTiNG)
phong: You’re welcome. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

CD2

87

CD2

88

CD2

89

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 6 fOOD AnD DrInK Value - Sharing and being polite
Useful language:
share, fish balls, pancake, smoothie, soya milk
Have (a smoothie).
Thank you. 
You’re welcome.

LESSOn 5

Have some soya milk.

You’re
welcome.

Thank you.

everyone is eaTing ouT… 1

2

3

share fish balls pancake smoothie soya milk

1 2 3 4 5

Have some pancake.     Thank you.  
You’re welcome.
Have some soya milk.    No, thank you.

uSEfuL LAnGuAGE
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Look at picture and write the words.  

read and circle "True" or "False".

Point and say. 

1. Have students read the passage.
2. Read the passage as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4.  Have students read statements and circle "True" or "False".
5. Check answers as a whole class.

Point and say.
1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Divide the class into pairs.
3.  Have Student A point to picture 1 and have Student B say, 

“Have some fish balls”, student A then responds with “Thank 
you/No, thank you." If student A says “Thank you” then student 
B says “You're welcome.”

4. Swap roles and repeat for the next pictures.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Have students look at the pictures and write  

the offers and response.
3. Check answers as a whole class.

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

1 2 3 4

Have some pancake! You're welcome.Thank you.

1

2

3

Have some fish balls.
Thank you.

Have some  ____________________________.
_______________________________________.

Have __________________________________.
_______________________________________.

 

“Kim, let's eat! Here, have some pancake. And you don’t have a 
drink. Here, have some soya milk.”

“Oh, you don’t have a drink, Vinh. Here, have a smoothie. And you 
don’t have any food. Here, have some fish balls. It’s nice to share.”

Vinh says:
1. Have some fries.   True   False
2. Have some soya milk.  True   False
Kim says:
3. Have a sandwich.   True   False
4. It’s nice to share.   True   False

Sharing food
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Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

read the sentences. Choose a word from the box. Write the correct word next to the numbers 1 - 3

Listen and tick () the box. CD2

90

1. Play example audio and demonstrate ticking the box.
2.  Play audio and have students listen and tick the correct box.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Have students look at the pictures, read the text and fill in 

the blanks with the provided words in the box.
3. Check answers as a whole class.
4. Afterwards, have some students practice the question/

answer pattern.

Track 90  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

B: What do you want to eat?
G: May i have some chicken?
B: Some what?
G: Some chicken, please.

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
1. B:  Can i eat some beans?

G: Yes, you can.
2. G: Can i have some juice?

B: Some what?
G: Some juice, please.
B: Sure, here you are.

3. B: What can i eat?
G: You can eat some cereal.
B: Cereal?
G: Yeah.

4. B: What do you want to eat?
G: May i have some cupcake?
B: a cupcake? are you sure?
G: Yes, i really want a cupcake.
B: Ok, here you are.

Narrator: Now listen again.

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 6 fOOD AnD DrInK

2

Example

1

3 4

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

Can I eat a ______________?
Yes, you can.

What do you want to eat?
May I have (2) _____________?

Would you like some (1) ____________?
Yes, please.

Can I have some meat and(3)_____, please?
Yes, here you are.
Thank you.

cupcake

1

2 3

Example

meat   fries   juice   chicken     sausages   cupcake   
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Turn to page 103. Listen. Sing along.

Play the “Connect three” game.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page103.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1.  Divide the class into groups of four. Divide the groups into pairs. 
Have each pair use a different color pen.

2.  Have students play rock, paper, and scissors. The winners will 
go first.

3.  Student A from the first team points to a space on the board 
where they wish to put a mark and asks the related question. 
Student B answers. If correct, then that team can put a mark on 
the space. If incorrect, the next team takes their turn.

4.  The winners are the team that can get three of their own marks 
in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
Note: swap students roles after each turn. 

CD2

91SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

We win!

What do you 
want to eat?

Can I have 
some (fish) and 

(rice)?

Would you 
like some

 (sausages)?
Yes, please.

No, thank you.

Yes, you can.

Yes, here you are.

Can I eat a 
(sandwich)?

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

May I have 
(an ice cream)?

• I can ask for something politely.
• I can offer some food to someone.
• I can say "Thank you" and "You're welcome".
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Theme 7

PLAcES AnD DIrEcTIOnS: LESSOn 1

PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnSReview 

1. Write the vocabulary from the previous theme on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous theme on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

02

CD3

01

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them                      
individually and have students say the words, correct          
pronunciation when needed. 

Track 01 
1. M: park.  
2. M: Lake.  
3. M: Supermarket. 
4. M: Sports shop. 
5. M: Bakery.  

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

Track 02 - 03  
Narrator: Tom and alfie are visiting Bill and Sue…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Sue: Where are you going, Mom?

May: i’m going to the bakery.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. (SOuNd Of MaY prepariNG STuff)

May: Oops!
(SOuNd Of OpeNiNG dOOr)
Tony: i'm home. Oh, where are you going, May?
May: i’m going to the supermarket.
Tony: OK.

3. Tony: OK kids. Let’s go.
Bill: Where are we going, dad?
Tony: We’re going to the lake.
all the kids: Yay!!! (SOuNd Of Car dOOrS aNd eNGiNe)

Track 04  
M:  Where are you going?
W:  i’m going to the park.

1. Listen and read.

Where are you going?
I’m going to the park.

STrucTurE

1. Introduce the situation “Tom and Alfie are visiting Bill and Sue….”
2. Have students call out the places and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () the box. CD3

03

CD3

04

park lake supermarket sports shop bakery

1
SPORTS 

SHOP

BAKERY2 3 4 5

Vocabulary:
park, lake, supermarket,  
sports shop, bakery

Structure:
Where are you going?
I’m going to the (bakery).

LESSOn 1

Alfie

1234556677788989034345434

A
lfie

1234556677788989034345434

??
Tom and alfie are visiTing  
bill and sue…

I’m going to 
the bakery.

Where are you 
going, Mom? 

1

2

3

MAY

BAKERY

MAY

SPORTS 
SHOP

TONY
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “Chain” game.

CD3

05C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 05  
Where are you going?
i’m going to the park.

Track 06  
in natural english, “Where are you going?” sounds like?  
/wεrәrjәgo   әn/. 
Listen.
B: Where are you going?
G: Where are you going?
M: Where are you going?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. Divide the class into group A and group B

T: I say, "Where/park". 
Group A, you say, "Where are you going?"
Group B, you say, "I’m going to the park.” OK?

1. Have the students stand up.
2. Student 1 turns to Student 2 and they ask and answer. 
3. Student 2 turns to Student 3 and they ask and answer.
4. Continue until all students have practiced.

T: I say, "Where/bakery".
Group A, you say, "Where are you going?" 
Group B, you say, "I’m going to the bakery."
T: Where/park.
Group A: Where are you going? 
Group B: I’m going to the park.
T: Where/bakery.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Where/lake.
• Where/supermarket.
• Where/sports shop.
• where/toy shop.

Point, ask and answer.
2. Divide the students into pairs. 
3.  Have student A ask and student B answer.
4. Swap roles and repeat.
5. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD3

06

Where are you going?
I’m going to the park.

I’m going to the supermarket.Where are you going?

BAKERY

4

to the park

to the lake

2

5

SPORTS 
SHOP

6

to school

to the sports shop

3

to the supermarket

to the bakery

1

Natural English: "Where are you going?"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3

06

Where are you going?
Where are you going?I'm going to the park.

I'm going to the bakery.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

08

CD3

07

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them                           

Track 07 
1. M: ice cream shop.   
2. M: Bookshop.              
3. M: playground.          
4. M: Zoo.               
5. M: Street.              

individually and have students say the words, correct                      
pronunciation when needed. 

4.  Play the “Heads Up. What’s Missing?” game. Arrange the 
flashcards on the board, play audio and have students      
listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along with the 
audio. Repeat several times.

Track 08 - 09 
Narrator: Tony is buying the children ice cream …
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tony: OK, let’s get some ice cream.

everyone: Yay!
alfie: Where’s the ice cream shop?
Tony: it’s on Water Street.

Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. Now listen 
and circle.
2. Bill: Where’s the playground?

Tony: The playground? it’s on Oak Street.
Bill: Let’s go to Oak Street playground!

3. Sue: i want to visit uncle rick. Where’s uncle rick’s house?
Tony: His house? it’s on King Street.
Sue: King Street? OK, can we go there?
Tony: Let’s eat ice cream first.
everyone: Yay!
Sue: Wow, alfie. Can you eat all that?
alfie: i sure can! (MuNCHiNG/SLurpiNG SOuNdS)

Track 10  
M: Where’s the ice cream shop?
W: it’s on Water Street.

1. Listen and read.

Where’s the ice cream shop?
It’s on Water Street.

STrucTurE

Theme 7 PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson  "Tom and Alfie were                  
visiting Bill and Sue….”

2. Now introduce the situation “Tony is buying the children ice cream….”
3. Have students call out the places and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD3

09

CD3

10

streetice cream shop bookshop playground zoo

1

NEW
COMIC

2 3 4 5

Vocabulary:
ice cream shop, bookshop,  
playground, zoo, street

Structure:
Where’s the (zoo)?
It’s on (Oak) Street.

LESSOn 2

Tony is buying The children ice cream …

It’s on  
Water Street.

Where’s the ice 
cream shop? 

Oak Street/
Flower Street

2

King Street/
Water Street

3

Oak Street/
Water Street

1
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “memory” game.

CD3

11

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 11  
Where’s the ice cream shop?
it’s on Water Street.

Track 12   
in natural english, “it’s on” sounds like /ts   n/. 
Listen. 
G: it’s on Water Street.
B: it’s on Water Street.
M: it’s on Water Street.

4.   Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

1. Divide the students into pairs. 
2. Have Student A look at the map in part D while Student B 

counts to 10.
3. Have student B ask "Where.....?" and student A answer 

"It's on....."
4. Swap roles and repeat.

Practice.
1. T: I say, "school".  You say, "Where’s the school?"

T: I say, "Oak". You say,  "It’s on Oak Street." OK?
T: school
Class: Where’s the school?
T: Oak
Class: It’s on Oak Street.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Bill’s house/Main
• Grandpa’s house/Oak
• ice cream shop/Water
• zoo/Water

Ask and answer.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Divide the students into pairs. 
4. Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD3

12

C

Where’s the ice cream shop?

It’s on Water Street.

Natural English: "It's on…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3

12

MIDDLE 
SCHOOL

O
ak Street

W
ater Street

Main Street

Pine Street

BILL’S

HOUSE

ZOO

ICE CREAM SHOP

SCHOOL

GRANDPA’S 
HOUSE

It’s on Oak Street.
Where’s the school?

Where’s the school?

Look (10 seconds) Speak

Yes.

It’s on Oak Street.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

14

CD3

13

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation when 
needed. 

Track 13 
1. M: Go straight.   
2. M: Turn left.  
3. M: Turn right.  
4. M: Bridge.  
5. M: Go over.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

6.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

7.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess the 
face down card. Turn the flashcard over after each guess. 

Track 14 - 15  
Narrator: The family is lost…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Tony:  Oh no! We’re lost.

May: ask that man.
Tony: Hello! How do i get to the lake?
Man: Hmm. Go straight.
Tony: Go straight. Thank you. 

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number. 
2. Tony: Hi. How do i get to the lake?

Girl: Oh, i know. Turn left. 
Tony: Turn left. Ok, thanks.

3. (Car STOpS) Hello!
Tony: How do i get to the lake?
Man: The lake? Oh yeah. Go over the bridge. 
Tony: Go over the bridge. are you sure?
Man: Yeah.
(SOuNd Of Car ruNNiNG)
Bill: Yay. This is fun. Hey, look at alfie! (SOuNd Of TaiL 
GeTTiNG HOOKed)
alfie: Ouch, help!!!!

Track 16  
M: How do i get to the lake?
W: Go straight.

1. Listen and read.

How do I get to the lake?
Go straight.

STrucTurE

Theme 7 PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnS

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Tony was buying 
the children ice cream….” 

2. Now introduce the situation “The family is lost….”
3. Have students call out the directions and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and number.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and number. CD3
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go overbridgeturn left turn rightgo straight

1 2 3 4 5
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A
lfie
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A
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The family is losT…

laTer aT The lake…

Hello, how do  
I get to the lake? Go straight. 

Vocabulary:
go straight, turn left, turn right, 
bridge, go over 

Structure:
How do I get to the (park)?
(Go straight).
(Turn left).

LESSOn 3
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Track 18   
in natural english, “do i” sounds like /dwa   /. 
Listen. 
G: How do i get to the lake?
B: How do i get to the lake?
M: How do i get to the lake?

PLAcES AnD DIrEcTIOnS: LESSOn 3

Listen. Sing along.

Put a tick () in the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “Directions” game

CD3

17

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 17  
How do i get to the lake?
 Go straight.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Put a tick () in the box.
1. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
2.  Have students put a tick on the correct direction in each  

picture.
Practice.
3. T: I say, "lake". You say, "How do I get to the lake?"

T: I say, "park." You say, "How do I get to the park." OK?
T: lake
Class: How do I get to the lake?
T: park
Class: How do I get to the park?

1.  Divide the class into pairs. 
2.  Have students look at the map and take turns asking how to get

to places. 
3.  Have Student A ask “How do I get to the lake?”
4.  Have Student B answer “Go straight. Turn left.”
5.  Swap roles and repeat with different places. 
6.  Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a whole class.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• supermarket     • bakery     • sports shop     • book shop
Divide the class into Group A and Group B.
T: I say, "lake/left". 
Group A, you say, "How do I get to the lake?"
Group B, you say, "Turn left.”
T: I say, "park/straight".  
Group A, you say, "How do I get to the park?"
Group B, you say, "Go straight." OK?
T: lake/left
Group A: How do I get to the lake? 
Group B: Turn left.
T: park/straight

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• supermarket/right • bakery/left
• sports shop/straight • book shop/over the bridge

Ask and answer.
5. Divide the students into pairs.
6. Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
7. Swap roles and repeat.
8. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD3
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How do I get to the lake?

 Go straight.

Natural English: "...do I…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3

18

Turn left.How do I get to the lake?

Turn left.

Go straight.

Turn left.

Go over the bridge.

Go straight.

Turn right.

Turn left.

Turn right.

Go straight.

Turn right.

Go straight.

Turn left.

1

4

2

5

3

6

BAKERY

SPORTS 
SHOP

NEW
COMIC

Lake

ParkBookshop

Zoo

YOU ARE HERE

How do I get to the lake?

Go straight.
Turn left.
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

20

CD3

19

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

Track 19 
1. M: Campsite.   
2. M: Market.   
3. M: Shopping.   
4. M: fishing.  
5. M: eating. 
6. M: reading.  

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them  
individually and have students say the words, correct  
pronunciation when needed. 

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What’s missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 20 - 21  
Narrator: Sue wants to know what everyone is doing…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Sue:  What’s Mom doing?

Bill: She’s shopping at the market.
Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.

2. Sue: and what’s daddy doing?
Bill: dad’s fishing at the lake.

3. Sue:  What about alfie? What’s alfie doing?
Bill:  Oh, he’s reading at the campsite.
Sue: Oh, OK.
Bill: Come on. Let’s go to the campsite.
Tom: Mmm. These marshmallows are so yummy!
Bill: Hey! What’s that?
Tony: a bear! quick, climb up the tree!!! arrgh!
alfie: Hello, Mr Bear!

Track 22  
M: What’s Mom doing?
W: She’s shopping at the market.

1. Listen and read.

What’s Mom doing?
She’s shopping at the market.

STrucTurE

Theme 7 PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnS

1. Review the story from the previous lesson “The family was lost….”
2.  Now introduce the situation “Sue wants to know what everyone                         

is doing….”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the box.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () the box. CD3

21
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fishingcampsite market shopping eating reading

1 2 4 5 63

Vocabulary:
campsite, market, shopping,  
fishing, eating, reading

Structure:
What’s (she) doing?
(She)'s (eating) at the (campsite).

LESSOn 4

sue wanTs To know  
whaT everyone is doing…

She’s shopping 
at the market.

What's Mom doing?

1

2

Alfie

1234556677788989034345434

3
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play “read my Lips” game. 

CD3

23
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 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 23  
What’s Mom doing?
She’s shopping at the market.

Track 24   
in natural english, “doing” sounds like /duәn/. 
Listen. 
B: What's Mom doing?
G: What's Mom doing?
M: What's Mom doing?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers.  

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. T: I say, "Mom". You say, "What’s Mom doing?”

T: I say, "Dad". You say, " What’s Dad doing? ". OK?
T: Mom
Class: What’s Mom doing?
T: Dad
Class: What’s Dad doing?

1. Divide the students into pairs or small groups. 
2. Have one student mouth a sentence silently.
3. Have the other students take turns to guess what was said. 
4. Swap roles and repeat.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Tom  • Sue
• Bill  • Alfie
• Mai  • Lucy

2. Divide the class into group A and group B.
T: I say, "Mom/shopping at the market."
Group A, you say, "What’s Mom doing?"
Group B, you say, "She’s shopping at the market”. OK?
T: Mom/shopping at the market
Group A: What’s Mom doing?
Group B: She’s shopping at the market.
 T: Dad/reading at the campsite

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• Tom/reading at the campsite
• Bill/fishing at the lake
• Sue/eating at campsite

Point, ask and answer.
3. Divide the students into pairs.
4. Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.

CD3
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What’s Mom doing?
She’s shopping at the market.

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3

24

Natural English: "...doing…"
How do the sounds change?

He’s reading at the campsite.
What’s Jack doing?

Jack Katy Jane Tom
1 2 3 4

A
l�
e

1234556677788989034345434

She’s shopping at 
the market.

....

No, Alfie.

Yes, that's right.

He’s shopping at the market.

campsite market lake park
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Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Listen, point and say.

Listen and put a tick () and a cross () in the box.

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have  
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along with the 
audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point to the 
pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually and 
have students say the words, correct pronunciation when needed. 

1.  Have students look at the pictures and call out what they 
can see.

2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3.  Play audio and have students listen and put a tick and a 

cross in the boxes.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
5. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 25 
1. M: Green light. 
2. M: red light.  
3. M: Hold hands. 
4. M: Stop.  
5. M: Go.  
6. M: Crosswalk.  

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads up. 
What’s missing?”.  Arrange the flashcards on the board and 
remove one card when students are not looking. One student 
from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 27  
M:  There’s a crosswalk.  

Let’s hold hands.

 Useful language
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 26  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example. 
1. (SOuNd Of Car SpeediNG BY)

Vinh: Kim!
policewoman: Be careful!
Kim: Sorry!
policewoman: Let me help you.
Vinh: Look, there’s a crosswalk. Let’s hold hands.
Kim: OK.
policewoman: Very good.

Narrator: Can you see the tick and cross? This is an example. 
Now listen and put a tick and a cross in the box.
2. Kim: What now?

policewoman: There’s a red light. Let’s stop.
Kim: Good idea.
(SOuNd Of TraffiC GOiNG BY).

3. Kim:  What now?
(SOuNd Of CarS aNd BiKeS BraKiNG aT THe 
TraffiC LiGHT)
policewoman: There’s a green light. Let’s go.
Kim: Yay, let’s go. Thank you for helping us.
Vinh: Yes, thank you.
policewoman: You’re welcome. But remember to be careful
when crossing the street.

CD3

25

CD3

26

CD3

27

 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 7 PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnS

LESSOn 5
Value - Be careful - Cross a
road safely

Useful language:
green light, red light, hold hands,  
stop, go, crosswalk
There’s a (green light). Let’s (go).

There’s a crosswalk. 
Let’s go.

There’s a crosswalk. 
Let’s hold hands.

There’s a green light. 
Let’s stop.

There’s a red light. 
Let’s stop.

There’s a green light. 
Let’s go.

There’s a car. 
Let’s go.

1 2 3

Kim! 
Be careful! Look, there’s a crosswalk. 

Let’s hold hands.

There’s a crosswalk. Let’s hold hands.
uSEfuL LAnGuAGE

green light red light hold hands stop go crosswalk

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

read and circle the correct word.

Practice. Point and say.

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students look and circle the correct words.
5. Check answers as a whole class.

Practice. 
1. T: I say, “red light/wait". You say, “There’s a red light. Let’s wait.”

T: I say, “crosswalk/hold hands". You say, “There’s a crosswalk. 
Let’s hold hands.” OK?
T: red light/wait
Class: There’s a red light. Let’s wait.
T: crosswalk/hold hands
Class: There’s a crosswalk. Let’s hold hands.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• red light/stop
• crosswalk/hold hands

1.  Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
2.  Have students complete the sentences with the words in 

the box.
3. Check answers as a whole class.  

• car/stop
• green light/go
• bike/stop

Point and say.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
3. Divide the class into pairs.
4.  Have student A point and student B say.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some students demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

How to cross the street

Vinh: “Do you want to cross the street?”

Kim: “Yes.” 

Vinh: “There’s a crosswalk. Let’s (1) green light/hold hands.” 

Kim: “OK, what now?” 

Vinh: “There’s a red light. Let’s (2) go/stop.”

Kim: “OK, what now?” 

Vinh: “There’s a (3) go/green light. Let’s (4) red light/go.”

Kim: “Thanks, Vinh.”

There’s a bike. Let’s stop.

1 2 3 4

How to cross the street

1. Stop at the crosswalk.
2.                 at the red light. 
3. Go at the            light.
4.   and cross the street.

Hold hands       Stop        green        crosswalk        
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Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

Look and read. Write Yes or No.

Listen and draw lines. CD3

28

1.  Have students look at the pictures and call out the places 
and directions they can see.

2. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
3.  Play audio and have students draw lines.
4. Play audio again.
5. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1.  Have students look at the picture, demonstrate writing Yes 
or No using the example.

2.  Have students look at the picture and read the statement, 
then write Yes or No depending on whether the statement 
is true or false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students look at the picture and say new 

true statements for each of the false statements.

Track 28  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

M: Where’s the shop?
W: it’s on Black Street.
M: Where?
W: On Black Street.

Narrator: Can you see the line? This is an example. 
Now listen and draw lines.
1. M: Where’s your house, Bill?

Bill: it’s on White Street.
M: How do we get there?
Bill: Turn right.
M: OK, i’ll turn right.

2. M: Where’s the bookshop?
W: Oh, it’s on Brown Street.
M: How do we get there?
W: Go straight.
M: ah, OK. i’ll go straight.

3. M: Where’s the playground?
W: it’s on Orange Street.
M: Where?
W: Orange Street.
M: ah, OK.

4. M: Nick, where’s your house?
Nick: it’s on purple Street.
M: How do we get there?
Nick: Turn left.
M: OK, i’ll turn left.

Narrator: Now listen again.

Example

Is Ben’s house on Brown Street?    ___ No

1. Is the school on Yellow Street?
     _____________
2. Is the bookshop on Red Street?
     _____________

3. Is Tom’s house on Blue Street?
     _____________

4. Is the park on Red Street?
    _______________

rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 7 PLAcES  
AnD DIrEcTIOnS

Example

2

BILL'S HOUSE

BLACK STREET

NEW
COMIC

ORANGE STREET

1 2 3

NICK'S HOUSE

4

NEW
COMIC

Bookshop

Ben’s house
Tom’s house

YELLOW STREET

BROWN STREET

YELLOW STREET

R
ED
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BROWN STREET

B
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E 
ST

R
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T

RED STREET
BLUE STREET
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Turn to page 103. Listen. Sing along.

Play the board game.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page103.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Demonstrate playing the game.
2. Divide the class into groups of four, two students in each team.
3.  Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning team goes 

forward two spaces and the losing team goes forward one 
space. 

4.  Have students match the symbol to the structure and ask and 
answer or practice. If the question or answer is incorrect, that 
team move back one space.

5.  Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished. ("Rock, paper, 
scissors" is played each turn.)

6. Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a whole class.

CD3

29SoNg

gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

• I can talk about where I'm going.
• I can talk about directions to places. 
• I can talk about what someone is doing.
• I can ask about location.

Ann
SPOR TS SHOP

MAIN STREET

Tom

BAKERY

Go ahead 
2 spaces

hungryyou
Alfie

NEW
COMIC

RED STREET

BLUE STREET

PINE STREET

Where are you going? I'm going to the (lake).

Where's the (bookshop)? It's on (Red) Street.

What's (Alfie) doing? He's (fishing) at the (lake).

How do I get to the (zoo)? (Turn right). 

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

winner: move 2 spaces
loser: move 1 space
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Theme 8

WEATHEr: LESSOn 1

WEATHEr

1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

31

CD3
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B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track30 
1. M: Sunny.  
2. M: rainy. 
3. M: Snowy. 
4. M: Windy.  
5. M: Cloudy. 

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of   
the class.

Track 31 - 32 
Narrator: it’s the weekend…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Lucy: Can we play outside?

ann: How’s the weather?
Lucy: it’s cloudy, Mom.
ann: Cloudy? OK. Have fun!

Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. (SOuNd Of WiNd aNd raiN)  

ann: How’s the weather now, alfie?
alfie: it’s rainy.
ann: OK, play inside, kids.

3. Tom: Hello, Grandma. How are you?
Grandma: i’m good. and you?
Tom: i’m fine. How’s the weather, Grandma?
Grandma: Oh, it’s snowy and cold. 
Tom: Wow! i like snowy weather.

4. Ben: Mom, it’s windy. Can we play outside now?
ann: alright.
Kids: Yay!
(SOuNd Of BeiNG OuTdOOrS)

Track 33  
M: How’s the weather?
W: it’s sunny.

How’s the weather?
It’s sunny.

STrucTurE

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

1. Introduce the situation “It’s the weekend….”
2. Have students call out the weather and people they can see.
3. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. CD3
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sunny rainy snowy windy cloudy
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Lucy

Alfie

Grandma

Ben

iT’s The weekend…

How’s the 
weather?

It’s cloudy, 
Mom.

How’s the weather 
now, Alfie?

1

2

3

4

Vocabulary:
sunny, rainy, snowy, windy, cloudy

Structure:
How’s the weather?
It’s (rainy).

LESSOn 1
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Listen. Sing along.

Listen and circle.  Practice. Point. 
Ask and answer.

Play the “Board race” game.

C

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 34  
How’s the weather?
it’s sunny.

Track 35  
in natural english, “How’s the” sounds like /ha   wzә/. 
Listen. 
B: How’s the weather?
G: How’s the weather?
M: How’s the weather?

Track 36  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1.   M: How’s the weather?

W: it’s sunny.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2. W: How’s the weather?

M: it’s rainy.
3. M: How’s the weather?

W: Mmm. it’s cloudy.
4. M: How’s the weather?

W: Oh no! it’s rainy.

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the quetions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and circle.
1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio again and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
4. Divide the class into group A and group B.

T: I say, "weather/rainy."
Group A, you say, "How’s the weather?"
Group B, you say, "It’s rainy."
T: I say, "weather/cloudy."
Group A, you say, "How’s the weather?"
Group B, you say, "It’s cloudy." OK?
T: weather/rainy.
Group A: How’s the weather? 

1. Divide the class into two teams.
2. Stick two flashcards on the board.
3. Have one student ask the question.
4. Teacher shouts out one of the flashcards.
5. Have two students race to the correct flashcard and answer

the question.
6. Choose two more students to take a turn.

Group B: It’s rainy.
T: weather/cloudy.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• weather/windy.
• weather/sunny.
• weather/snowy.

Ask and answer.
5. Divide the students into pairs. 
6.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
7. Swap roles and repeat.
8. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.
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How’s the weather?

It’s sunny.

Natural English: "How's the…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3
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It’s sunny.How’s the weather?

sunny

snowy

snowy

cloudy

windy

rainy

rainy

sunny

1

3

2

4

How’s the weather?

It’s sunny.
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 37 
1. M: Storm.    
2. M: Thunder.    
3. M: Lightning.   
4. M: rain.  
5. M: rainbow.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the  
students are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess the 
face down card. Turn the flashcard over after each guess. 

Track 38 - 39 
Narrator: Tom and alfie are going home…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: Tom, can you see the rain?

Tom: Yes, i can.
Narrator: Can you see the circle? This is an example. 
Now listen and circle.
2.  Tom: alfie, can you see the lightning? (SCared VOiCe)

alfie: Yes, i can. are you OK, Tom?
Tom: i’m fine. (uNCerTaiN VOiCe)

3.  (SOuNd Of LOud THuNder)
Tom: Can you hear the thunder? 
alfie: Yes, i can. Wow!

4. alfie: No more rain. it stopped. Hey, Tom, look! What’s that?
(SurpriSed)
Tom: Oh, it’s a rainbow. 
alfie: Wow! a rainbow. it’s beautiful.

Track 40  
M: Can you see the lightning?
W: Yes, i can.
M: Can you hear the thunder?
W: Yes, i can.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Can you see the lightning?  Yes, I can.
Can you hear the thunder?  Yes, I can.

STrucTurE

Theme 8 WEATHEr

1. Review the story from the previous lesson “It was the weekend….”
2. Now introduce the situation “Tom and Alfie are going home….”
3. Have students call out the weather  and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and circle.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and circle. 
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storm thunder lightning rain rainbow

1 2 3 4 5

Vocabulary:
storm, thunder, lightning, rain, rainbow

Structure:
Can you (hear) the (thunder)? Yes, I can.
Can you (see) the (rain)? Yes, I can.

LESSOn 2

rain/
storm

rainbow/
lightning

storm/
thunder

rainbow/
rain

    W H O O S H ! ?

Tom and alfie are going home…

Tom, can you 
see the rain? Yes, I can. 1

2

3

4
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Listen. Sing along.

Listen and tick () the box. Practice. Ask and answer.

Play the “Tic, tac, toe” game.

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 101  
Can you hear the storm?
Yes, i can.

Track 42   
in natural english, “Can you” sounds like /kәnj/. 
Listen. 
G: Can you see the rainbow?
B: Can you see the rainbow?
M: Can you see the rainbow?

Track 43  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. (SOuNd Of raiN) 

M: Can you see the rain?
W: Yes, i can.

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
2. W: Wow, can you see the rainbow?

M: Yes, i can. it’s beautiful.
3. M: Can you see the lightning?

W: Yes, i can.
4. (SOuNd Of  THuNder)

M: Can you hear the thunder?
W: Yes, i can. it’s loud. 

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Listen and tick ().
1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2.  Play audio again and have students tick the correct answers. 
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.
Practice.
4. T: I say, "hear/thunder". You say, "Can you hear the 

thunder?"
T: I say, "see/rainbow". You say, "Can you see the rainbow?" OK?
T: hear/thunder
Class: Can you hear the thunder?
T: see/rainbow
Class: Can you see the rainbow?

1. Divide the class into groups of four with two students in 
each team.

2. Have teams play rock, paper, scissors. The winning team
chooses a square, asks and answers. 

3. Have the teams take turns.
4. Swap roles and repeat until the game is finished. 
5. Before the end of the lesson, check the answers as a whole

class.

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• hear/storm • see/lightning • see/rain

Ask and answer.
5. Divide the students into pairs. 
6.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
7. Swap roles and repeat.
8. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 

the class.
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43

Can you hear the storm?

Yes, I can.

Natural English: "Can you..."
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3
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4

2

3

1

 see/rain

   see/lightning

see/snow

  hear/thunder

hear/thunder

see/cloud

see/rainbow

see/sun

Can you see the rain?
Yes, I can.

hear hear see

see see see

see hear hear

Can you hear the thunder?

Yes, I can.

We win!
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say.

CD3

45B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have  
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 44 
1. M: Hot.  
2. M: Cold.  
3. M: Warm. 
4. M: Cool. 
5. M: Wet. 
6. M: dry.  

4.  Divide the class into two teams. Play the game “Heads 
up. What’s missing?”. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and remove one card when students are not looking. One      
student from each team calls out the missing flashcard. 

Track 45 - 46  
Narrator:  The weather gets cooler…
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Sam:  Good morning kids! Come and help me!

alfie: OK! (HappiLY) 
(SOuNd Of CriSpY LeaVeS)
Tom: are you warm, Lucy?
Lucy: Yes, i am. 

Narrator:  Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and put a tick or a cross in the box.
2. Sam:  Hey alfie, are you cold?

alfie: No, i’m not. i’m OK.
Sam: That’s good.

3. alfie: are you hot?
Sam: Yes, i am. (pHeW)

4. Lucy:  it’s windy. are you cool, Tom?
Tom: Yes, i am. 
(SOuNd Of aLfie JuMpiNG iNTO THe piLe Of LeaVeS)
Lucy: uh oh!
Lucy:  it’s daddy (SCared VOiCe)
Sam:  Hey kids. The leaves!  Oohhhh.
(SaM LauGHiNG)

Track 47 
M:  are you hot?
W:  Yes, i am.
M:  are you cold?
W:  No, i’m not. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Are you hot?  Yes, I am.
Are you cold? No, I’m not.

STrucTurE

Theme 8 WEATHEr

1.  Review the story from the previous lesson “Tom and Alfie 
were going home….” 

2. Now introduce the situation “The weather gets cooler….”
3. Have students call out the people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick or cross.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () or (). 
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coolhot cold warm wet dry

1 2 3 4 5 6

Vocabulary:
hot, cold, warm, cool, wet, dry 

Structure:
Are you (warm)? Yes, I am./No, I’m not.

LESSOn 3

Uh Oh!

!!! 

The weaTher geTs cooler… Are you  
warm, Lucy? Alfie, are  

you cold?
Yes, I am. 

1

2

3

4
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “Pretend” game.

CD3

48

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 48  
are you hot? 
Yes, i am.

Track 49   
in natural english, “you” sounds like /jә/. 
Listen. 
G: are you hot?
B: are you hot?
M: are you hot?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the questions; 
Group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1.Divide the class into group A and group B.

T: I say, "cold/yes".
Group A, you say, "Are you cold?"
Group B, you say, "Yes, I am."

1. Have one student come to the board.
2. Whisper vocabulary item to the student. 
3. Have the student act out the action and have other 

students guess how they feel.
4. Choose another student and repeat.
5. The other students have three guesses before the student

standing up tells them the answer.

T: I say, "hot/no".
Group A, you say, "Are you hot?"
Group B, you say, "No, I’m not". OK?
T: cold/yes
Group A: Are you cold? 
Group B: Yes, I am.
T: hot/no

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• warm/yes
• cool/no
• wet /yes
• dry/no

Point, ask and answer.
2. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
3. Divide the students into pairs. 
4.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front 

of the class.
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Are you hot?
Yes, I am.

Natural English: "...you…"
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3
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Are you cold? Are you hot?

   No, I’m not.   Yes, I am. 

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

Yes, I am.
No, I'm not.

Are you cold?Are you wet?
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1. Listen and read.

Listen, point and say. CD3

50

B

A

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have  
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books.

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them individually 
and have students say the words, correct pronunciation 
when needed. 

Track 50 
1. M: Snowman.  
2. M: Snowball.  
3. M: Skiing.  
4. M: Sledding.  
5. M: Swimming. 

4.  Play the “Word Tennis” game. Have one student come to the 
front and play "Tennis" with you. 

5.  As you say a word hit it to the student and have the student 
respond with another word and hit it back to you.

6.  Divide the students into pairs and have them play with each 
other. Have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of      
the class.

Track 51 - 52  
Narrator: it’s a snow day…
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. alfie: Look Tom. it’s snowy outside. 

Tom: Wow. Great!
alfie: Can we go sledding?
Tom: Yes, we can.
(SOuNdS Of KidS pLaYiNG)

Narrator:  Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now, listen and put a tick or a cross in the box.
2. alfie:  and Tom, can we go skiing?

Tom:  Sorry! No, we can’t. Lucy and Nick have the skis.
3. alfie:  Well, can we make a snowman?

Tom:  Yes, we can. 
4. alfie:  Oh, look at that. Can we go swimming?

Tom:  No, we can’t, alfie. it’s too cold.
5. alfie:  Tom, Tom. Can we make snowballs?

Tom: Yes, we can. Let’s play.
(SOuNdS Of KidS LauGHiNG)

Track 53  
M:  Can we make a snowman?
W:  Yes, we can.
M:  Can we go skiing?
W:  No, we can’t. 

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.

Can we make a snowman?  Yes, we can.
Can we go skiing?              No, we can’t.

STrucTurE

CD3

51

Theme 8 WEATHEr

1. Review the story from the previous lesson “The weather got cooler….” 
2. Now introduce the situation “It’s a snow day….”
3. Have students call out the objects and people they can see.
4. Have students listen and read.

1. Draw students’ attention to the structure box.
2. Play audio and have students listen.
3. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

3. Practice the structure.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick or cross.
3. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

2. Listen and () or (). CD3
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snowman snowball skiing sledding swimming

1 3 4 52

iT’s a snow day…

Can we go 
sledding? Yes, we can. 

Vocabulary:
snowman, snowball, skiing, sledding, 
swimming

Structure:
Can we (go) (skiing)?
Yes, we can./No, we can’t.

LESSOn 4
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Listen. Sing along.

Practice. Point, ask and answer.

Play the “memory” game.

CD3

54

D

E

 Pronunciation tip
1.  Focus on the example sentence and briefly explain the focus.
2.  Tell students they must listen and notice the pronunciation 

feature.
3.  Play the audio once and draw attention to the pronunciation 

feature.
4.  Play the audio again. Have students listen and repeat with a 

focus on the feature.

1.  Play audio and have students listen. 
2.  Play audio and have students point to the pictures in Part A. 
3. Play audio and have students sing the song as a whole class. 

Track 54  
Can we make a snowman?
Yes, we can.

Track 55   
in natural english, at the start of a question, “Can” sounds like 
"kәn". 
Listen. 
B: Can we go skiing?
G: Can we go skiing?
M: Can we go skiing?

4.  Divide the class into two groups. Group A: sing the 
questions; group B: sing the answers. 

5.  Swap roles and repeat. 

Practice.
1. T: I say, "go/sledding". You say, "Can we go sledding?"

T: I say, "make/snowman". You say, "Can we make a snowman?"
T: go, sledding
Class: Can we go sledding?
T: make/snowman
Class: Can we make a snowman?

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• go/skiing

1. Divide the students into pairs. 
2. Have Student A look at the pictures from part D while Student B

counts to 10.
3. Have student A make as many questions as possible.
4. Swap roles and repeat.

• go/swimming
• make/snowball

2. Divide the class into group A and group B.
T: I say "go/sledding/yes".
Group A, you say, "Can we go sledding?"
Group B, you say, "Yes, we can."
T: I say "make/snowman/no".
Group A, you say, "Can we make a snowman?"
Group B, you say, "No, we can’t." OK?
T: go/sledding/yes
Group A: Can we go sledding? 
Group B: Yes, we can.
T: make/snowman/no 

Continue whole class/group/individual drills, with:
• go/skiing/yes
• go/swimming/no
• make/snowball/yes

Point, ask and answer.
3. Divide the students into pairs. 
4.  Have Student A ask and Student B answer.
5. Swap roles and repeat.
6. Afterwards, have some pairs demonstrate the activity in front of 
the class.

CD3
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Can we make a snowman?

Yes, we can.

  sledding  swimming

  snowball

1 2

4

3

5

   skiing 

   snowman

go

make

Can we go sledding? Can we go skiing?

   No, we can't.   Yes, we can. 

Can we go skiing? Can we make a
snowman? Can we go skating?... Yes, yes, yes,...

Look (10 seconds) Speak

Natural English: "Can..."
How do the sounds change?

PrOnuncIATIOn TIP CD3

55
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Listen, point and say.

Listen and number.

1.  Arrange the flashcards on the board, play audio and have 
students listen and repeat. Point to the flashcards along 
with the audio. Repeat several times.

2.  Play audio again and have students listen, repeat and point 
to the pictures in their books. 

3.  Change the order of the flashcards, point to them                                      
individually and have students say the words, correct                              
pronunciation when needed. 

1.  Introduce the situation “Now we are learning about what 
rice needs to grow…”

2. Have students call out what they can see.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Play audio and have students listen and number.

Track 56 
1. M: plant.   
2. M: Seed.  
3. M: Sunlight.  
4. M: Grow.  
5. M: Soil.  

4. Play the “Guess” game. Arrange the flashcards on the board 
and write a number under each card.

5.  Have students look at the flashcards for the count of ten. 
Turn the flashcards over to face the board when the stu-
dents are not looking. 

6.  Call out a number and have students take turns to guess the 
face down card. Turn the flashcard over after each guess. 

5. Play audio and check answers as a whole class.
6. Play audio again and have students listen and repeat.

Track 58 
M: What does a seed need to grow?
W: a seed needs soil to grow.

 Useful language
1. Have students look at the useful language box.
2. Have students listen to audio and repeat.

Track 57  
Narrator:  Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.
1. Vinh: Look, Kim. This is a rice seed. 

Kim:  What does a seed need to grow?
Vinh: a seed needs soil to grow.

Narrator: Can you see number 1? This is an example. 
Now listen and number.
2. Kim:  and then?

Vinh: it grows into a plant.
Kim: What does a plant need to grow?
Vinh: a plant needs water to grow.

3.  Vinh: The plant needs sunlight, too.
Kim: Sunlight from the sun?
Vinh: Yes.

4. Vinh: after that, rice can grow very big!
Kim:  it’s beautiful. So green.
Vinh: We love rice in Vietnam.

Review 
1. Write the vocabulary from the previous lesson on the board.
2. Have students read the words on the board.
3. Write the structure from the previous lesson on the board.
4. Have students read the sentences on the board.
5.  Have some students come to the front and practice using the 

vocabulary and structure in front of the class.
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 NEW WorDS

LISTENINg

Theme 8 WEATHEr LESSOn 5
Science - Growing rice

Useful language:
plant, seed, sunlight, grow, soil
What does (a plant) need to grow?
(A plant) needs (sunlight) to grow.

plant seed sunlight grow soil

1 2 3 4 5

What does a seed 
need to grow?

A seed needs 
soil to grow.

1

What does a seed need to grow?
A seed needs soil to grow.

uSEfuL LAnGuAGE
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Write about plants. 

read and circle “True” or “False”.

Look at the pictures. Talk about what a seed and a plant need to grow. 

1. Have students read the text individually.
2. Read the text as a whole class.
3. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
4. Have students look at the text and circle "True" or "False".
5. Check answers as a whole class.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Divide the class into pairs.
3. Have students ask and answer about what seeds and plants need

to grow. 
4. Afterwards, have pairs demonstrate the activity in front of the class.

1.  Demonstrate the activity by writing the statements on the 
board and filling in the gaps with personal choices.

2. Have students fill in the gaps to complete the statements.
3. Divide the students into pairs.
4. Have students take turns reading their statements to each other.
5.  Afterwards, have some students read their statements in 

front of the class.

1. What does a seed need to grow?

    A seed needs _______________________________ to grow. 

2. What does a plant need  ____________________________?

    ___________________________________________________. 

SPEAKINg

WrITINg

rEADINg

What does a seed 
need to grow?

A seed needs 
soil to grow.

A rice seed needs soil to grow into a plant. A plant 
needs water and sunlight to grow. Rice plants are 
very green and can grow very big. 

1. A rice seed grows into a plant.  True   False

2. A seed needs soil to grow.           True   False

3. A plant does not need water.   True   False

4. Rice plants are very yellow.   True   False 

Growing rice
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Review and Practice
LESSOn 6

Look and read. Write Yes or No.

Listen and tick ()  the box.

1. Play audio and demonstrate the activity using the example.
2. Play audio and have students listen and tick the correct box.
3. Play audio again.
4. Play audio again and check answers as a whole class.

1. Demonstrate the activity using the example. 
2.  Have students look at the picture and read the statements, 

then write Yes or No depending on whether the statement 
is true or false.

3. Check answers as a whole class.
4.  Afterwards, have students look at the picture and say a new 

true statement for each of the false statements.

Track 59  
Narrator: Look at the pictures. Listen. There is one example.

M: are you cold?
G: No, i’m not. i’m wet.

Narrator: Can you see the tick? This is an example. 
Now listen and tick the box.
1. M: How’s the weather?

G: Oh, it’s very cloudy today.
M: Cloudy?
G: Yeah.

2. G: are you warm?
B: No, i’m not. i’m quite cool.
G: You’re what?
B: i’m cool.

3. M: Can you see the lightning?
G: Yes, i can. 

4. G: are you wet?
B: No, i’m not. But i’m cold.
G: You’re what?
B: i’m very cold.
Narrator: Now listen again.

Example Yes

1. Is the weather sunny at the beach? _____________

2. Is Lucy warm?   _____________

Is Tom hot?      _____________

3. Is the weather snowy?  _____________
4. Is Lucy cold?   _____________

CD3
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rEADINg & WrITINg

LISTENINg

Theme 8 WEATHEr

2

Example

1

3 4

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C
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Turn to page 103. Listen. Sing along.

Play the “Connect three” game.

1. Have students turn their Student’s Book to page103.
2. Read lyrics as a whole class. 
3. Play audio and have students listen.
4. Play audio again and have students listen and sing along.

1. Divide the class in groups of four. Divide the groups into pairs.
Have each pair use a different color pen.

2. Have students play rock, paper, and scissors. The winners will
go first.

3. Student A from the first team points to space on the board
where they wish to put a mark and asks the related question. 
Student B answers. If correct, then that team can put a mark on 
the space. If incorrect, the next team takes their turn.

4. The winners are the team that can get three of their own marks
in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
Note: Swap students roles after each turn. 

CD3
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gAmE

I CAN...

"I can" statements
1.  Read the statements and give an example for each.
2. In pairs, have students give a few more examples of each aim, then briefly practice.
3.  Ask students to color one, two or three stars, to show how well they can perform the tasks.  
= Great!  
 = OK! 
 = Needs more study 
For students with two or fewer stars, recommend that they review the theme at home, or do the Workbook or Activity 
Multi-ROM (if they have it).

• I can talk about the weather.
• I can ask and answer about how someone feels.
• I can talk about activities. 
• I can talk about how a plant grows.

Pair 1 Pair 2vs.

How’s the 
weather?

Can you (hear) 
the (thunder)?

It's (sunny).

Yes, I can.

Are you (hot)?

Can we 
(go sledding)?

Yes, I am.
No, I'm not.

hear hearsee see

We win!

Yes, we can.
No, we can't.
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A 

Vocab            Theme/Lesson
Alfie   T1L3
Alpha   T1L4
ask   T2L4
answer   T2L4
aunt   T3L2

B 
be quiet   T1L1
board   T2L1
bag   T2L2
book   T2L2
backpack  T2L5
brother   T3L1
baby brother  T3L1
boy   T3L4
buy toys   T3L5
blue   T4L1
black   T4L2
brown   T4L2
butterfly   T4L3
balloon   T4L3
ball   T5L1
big   T5L1
bike   T5L2
boat   T5L2
box   T5L3
basketball   T5L4
baseball   T5L4
bedroom  T5L5
bathroom  T5L5
banana   T6L2
beans   T6L3
bakery   T7L1
bookshop  T7L2
bridge   T7L3

C 
camera    T2L1
cupboard  T2L1
chair   T2L1
crayon   T2L2
close   T2L4
cousin   T3L2
cat   T3L5

Word List

cute   T3L5
color/colors  T4L1
coconut   T4L5
car   T5L2
chicken    T6L1
cereal   T6L1
cupcake   T6L2
cookie   T6L2
chocolate  T6L4
cake   T6L4
campsite   T7L4
crosswalk  T7L5
cloudy   T8L1
cold   T8L3
cool   T8L3

D 
desk   T2L1
door   T2L1
draw   T2L4
dog   T3L5
dark blue  T4L4
doll   T5L1
dry    T8L3

E 
eight   T1L5
eraser   T2L1
eggs   T6L1
eating   T7L4

F 
fat   T3L4 
four   T1L5
five   T1L5
fan   T2L3
father   T3L1
flower   T4L3
football   T5L4
fish   T6L1
fries   T6L4
fish balls   T6L5
fishing   T7L4
friendly   T3L5

G 
Greenwood  T1L4

grandfather  T3L2
grandmother  T3L2
girl      T3L4
green   T4L1
gray   T4L2
go straight   T7L3
go over   T7L3
green light  T7L5
go   T7L5
grow   T8L5

H 
hands up   T1L1
hands down  T1L1
home   T1L4
have a party  T3L5
handsome  T3L3
helicopter  T5L3
house   T5L5
hold hands  T7L5
hot   T8L3

I
ice cream  T6L4
ice cream shop  T7L2

J 
juice   T6L4

K 
kite   T5L1
kitchen   T5L5

L 
letter   T2L3
leaf   T4L3
light blue  T4L4
lychee   T4L5
living room  T5L5
lake   T7L1
lightning   T8L2

M 
mother   T3L1
make a line  T1L1
Mai   T1L3
man   T3L4
monster   T5L2
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meat   T6L3
market   T7L4

N 
Nick   T1L3
nine   T1L5
noodle soup/pho  T4L5

O 
one   T1L5
open   T2L4
old   T3L3
orange   T4L4

P 
pen   T2L2
pencil   T2L2
picture   T2L3
pencil case  T2L3
pretty   T3L3
play games  T3L5
pink   T4L2
paint/paints  T4L2
purple   T4L4
papaya   T4L5
plane   T5L3
photo   T5L4
peas   T6L3
potatoes   T6L3
pizza   T6L4
pancake   T6L5
park   T7L1
playground  T7L2
plant   T8L5

Q 

R 
River Town  T1L4
ruler   T2L2
rabbit   T3L5
red   T4L1
rock   T4L3
robot   T5L1
radio   T5L3
rice   T6L1
reading   T7L4

red light   T7L5
rainy   T8L1
rain   T8L2
rainbow   T8L2

S 
stand up   T1L1
sit down   T1L1
six   T1L5
seven   T1L5
sing   T2L4
snacks   T2L5
scarf   T2L5
school trip  T2L5
sister   T3L1
short   T3L3
soft   T3L5
sticky rice  T4L5
small   T5L1
soccer ball  T5L3
sandwich  T6L2
sausages   T6L3
spaghetti  T6L3
share   T6L5
smoothie  T6L5
soya milk  T6L5
sports shop  T7L1
supermarket  T7L1
street   T7L2
shopping  T7L4
stop   T7L5
sunny   T8L1
snowy   T8L1
storm   T8L2
snowman   T8L4
snowball   T8L4
skiing   T8L4
sledding   T8L4
swimming  T8L4
seed   T8L5
sunlight   T8L5
soil   T8L5

T 
thin   T3L4

Tom   T1L3
two   T1L5
three   T1L5
ten   T1L5
tall   T3L3
train   T5L2
truck   T5L3
teddy bear  T5L3
turn left   T7L3
turn right  T7L3
thunder   T8L2

U 
uncle   T3L2

V 
W 
water bottle  T2L5
woman   T3L4
white   T4L4
windy   T8L1
wet   T8L3
warm   T8L3

X 
Y 
young   T3L3
yellow   T4L1
yogurt   T6L2

Z 
zoo   T7L2
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flashcards
Lesson 3
38 letter
39 ruler
40 picture
41 fan
42 pencil case

Lesson 4
43 open 
44 close
45 ask
46 answer
47 sing
48 draw

Lesson 5
49 backpack
50 snacks
51 water bottle
52 scarf
53 school trip

Theme 3: FAMILY
Lesson 1
54 father
55 mother
56 sister
57 brother
58 baby brother

Lesson 2
59 grandfather
60 grandmother
61 uncle
62 aunt
63 cousin

Lesson 3
64 tall
65 short
66 handsome
67 pretty
68 young
69 old

Lesson 4
70 boy
71 girl
72 man
73 woman
74 fat
75 thin

Lesson 5

Theme 1: HELLO! 

Lesson 1  
1 stand up 
2 sit down
3 hands up
4 hands down
5 be quiet
6 make a line

Lesson 2
7 the alphabet

Lesson 3
8 Tom
9 Alfie
10 Mai
11 Nick

Lesson 4
12 Alpha
13 Greenwood
14 River Town
15 home

Lesson 5
16 one
17 two
18 three
19 four
20 five
21 six
22 seven
23 eight
24 nine
25 ten

Theme 2: SCHOOL

Lesson 1
26 camera
27 cupboard
28 board
29 chair
30 desk
31 door

Lesson 2
32 bag
33 eraser
34 pen
35 pencil
36 book
37 crayon

113 bike
114 monster
115 boat
116 car
117 train

Lesson 3
118 plane
119 helicopter
120 truck
121 radio
122 teddy bear
123 box

Lesson 4
124 soccer ball
125 football
126 baseball
127 basketball
128 photo

Lesson 5
129 house
130 bedroom
131 living room
132 kitchen
133 bathroom

Theme 6: FOOD AND DRINK

Lesson 1
134 rice
135 eggs
136 chicken
137 cereal
138 fish
139 bread

Lesson 2
140 yogurt
141 banana
142 cupcake
143 sandwich
144 cookie

Lesson 3
145 peas
146 potatoes
147 meat
148 spaghetti
149 beans
150 sausages

Lesson 4
151 pizza

76 cat
77 dog
78 rabbit
79 cute
80 friendly
81 soft

Theme 4: COLORS

Lesson 1
82 green
83 blue
84 red
85 yellow
86 color/colors

Lesson 2
87 pink
88 gray
89 black
90 brown
91 paint/paints

Lesson 3
92 flower
93 balloon
94 rock
95 leaf
96 butterfly

Lesson 4
97 white
98 purple
99 orange
100 light blue
101 dark blue

Lesson 5
102 noodle soup/pho
103 lychee
104 sticky rice
105 papaya
106 coconut

Theme 5: TOYS

Lesson 1
107 doll
108 kite
109 ball
110 robot
111 big
112 small

Lesson 2
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Lesson 1
189 sunny
190 rainy
191 snowy
192 windy
193 cloudy

Lesson 2
194 storm
195 thunder
196 lightning
197 rain
198 rainbow

Lesson 3
199 hot
200 cold
201 warm
202 cool
203 wet
204 dry

Lesson 4
205 snowman
206 snowball
207 skiing
208 sledding
209 swimming

Lesson 5
210 plant
211 seed
212 sunlight
213 grow
214 soil

152 chocolate
153 ice cream
154 cake
155 fries
156 juice

Lesson 5
157 share
158 fish balls
159 pancake
160 smoothie
161 soya milk

Theme 7: PLACES AND 
DIRECTIONS

Lesson 1
162 park
163 lake
164 supermarket
165 sports shop
166 bakery

Lesson 2
167 ice cream shop
168 bookshop
169 playground
170 zoo
171 street

Lesson 3
172 go straight
173 turn left
174 turn right
175 bridge
176 go over

Lesson 4
177 campsite
178 market
179 shopping
180 fishing
181 eating
182 reading

Lesson 5
183 green light
184 red light
185 hold hands
186 stop
187 go
188 crosswalk

Theme 8: WEATHER
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Smart Start Grade 3 - Teacher’s Book
Smart Start is a 5-level course for young learners of English. It has been developed by 

an experienced team of International and Vietnamese writers and teachers 
to be a perfect �t for the Vietnamese classroom.

Solid curriculum 
Based on the Cambridge Young Learner’s syllabus and the Vietnamese Ministry of Education and Training 
(MOET) guidelines.

User-friendly lesson format
Clear, consistent, and logical format makes lessons easy to prepare, teach, and understand.

Proven, motivational materials
Catchy songs, colorful comic strips, and fun games catch students’ interest.

E�ective balance of skills
A level appropriate mix of Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing tasks to systematically develop student 
abilities.

Knowledge and culture focus
Core subjects (math, science, geography, etc.) and moral lessons (be helpful, respect elders, be neat and tidy, 
etc.) are covered within a Vietnamese cultural setting.

Test taking skills
Each theme includes exercises that familiarize students with the common tasks they will �nd on exams like the 
Cambridge Young Learners exams.

Class Audio CDs
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                           Class Audio CDs

GRADE 3

Website: www.i-Learn.vn/smartstart • Interactive Multi-ROM

Digital Classroom
Resources

• Flashcards • Teacher’s Book
• Class audio MP3 • Tests

• Parents’ Guide


